
There is No "Thief in the Night" to Those Awake or Awakened
(Revelation 1:1) A revelation by Jesus Christ, which God gave him, to show his slaves the things that must shortly take
place. 

1. If we are "paying attention" even now or when the needed "wake up call" comes (Matt25:5-8),  "the day" cannot overtake us "as if
thieves":

(1 Thessalonians 5:4-5) But you, brothers, you are not in darkness, so that that day should overtake you as it would
thieves, 5 for you are all sons of light and sons of day. We belong neither to night nor to darkness.

2. What that "day" "like a thief in the night" eventually overtakes is those fooled by the deception that some "religion" is "true", and it is
run by God's "chosen ones" even though it is a known-criminal-futility of "gathering grapes from thorn bushes", such as we see within
the well-disguised apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministry. 

3. The Devil's greatest deceptions take place in the counterfeit "spiritual context" where self-appointed human leaderships "lift
themselves over everyone" claiming to be "divine", while they use that camouflage to instead mislead the ministry into "smooth word"
guided apostate ruin (Dan11:32a), [fully already foretold] in their mad course, such as we shall witness as the Governing Body of
Jehovah's witnesses must eventually plummet in figurative or literal smoke and ashes (Isa66:6), or both, as the latest, most severe
apostasy, since the first-century Pharisee cabal.

This is why Jehovah's witnesses have been misled into the midnight darkness as a signal now of the final
apostasy and the temple judgment it must lead to. Many in exodus from the "JW Organization" are already fled
(Matt24:15) can see the criminal-rot which infests the Jehovah's witnesses ministry hidden under many actual
highly positive teachings and prophecies, as the masterful-camouflage for this actually final apostasy. 

But, many Jehovah's' witnesses in the [Hi-Jacked] WTBTS Congregational-System Intensive Care Unit of the
main delusion complex of Governing [Apostate] Body Excreted Gas, Pills, and 'Confirmed Drunkenness"
cannot seem to detect what is really going on. (Dan11:32a)

But, every day some "sighing and groaning" Jehovah's witnesses, for who knows what reasons of disgust,
from the Huge WTBTS Criminal Cafeteria Menu to choose from, are also joining this exodus to safety.

JW Slander Against Christ Concerning His Final Arrival

When we see how the Governing Body has slandered Christ with doomful-fictions concerning his supposed "thief in the night" arrival
to preserve Jehovah's witnesses while exterminating "everyone else", always focused on the "doomsday" myths concerning Christ for
control-by-fear effect, we know:

1. The final ministry will mitigate this slander with the "everlasting good news" Christ is arriving as the Friend and Owner of Planet
Earth for SALVATION purposes first and an open salvation covenant offer ANYONE can accept if they are willing to walk into the start
of everlasting life, day one. (Rev14:6-8; Eze34:25; Eze37:26)

A. The "Christ second coming" won't be nay different than his open minded and open and loving first ministry of 29 CE. Except, you
know, he is the Immortal Mighty God now with a universal load of holy angels coming with him this time. 

B. BUT, other than that the Christ Ministry WILL ALWAYS be open to anyone willing to "make the switch". ANYONE; (Rev14:6-8)

C. That truth ought to be made known free of religious leaven and control-freak corporate-"ministry" leaders of apostasy, compromise
and half-truths.

2. The whole Christendom Global-Slander Complex not just Jehovah's witnesses WT Slander-Unit, have painted a very foreboding
and inaccurate picture of the Second Coming of Christ.

3. Thus, the "good news" has to be re-affirmed after the Jehovah's witnesses apostate point-of-stall is purged out of the way, and
eventually into the Christ Arrival when he himself will prove how loving and friendly his first Kingdom Mission for Global Salvation
Offered is. 

A. That is, Christ completes his own ministry for the rest of the Daniel 12:11 1290 days period while world government is ruling, before
he deposes them after making the Open Salvation Offer known completely, which the human Christian ministry could not do for various
reasons.

4. And to those awakened to prophecy fulfilling live and real-time as we proceed over this final cycle, it is thus NOT AS A "THIEF IN
THE NIGHT" that Christ Arrives except for the apostasy influenced, rather it is with full fair warning and massive global signals prior to
arrival all programmed by God into the final prophecy.

5. Because there are several years left, the Jehovah's witnesses apostate judgment event is the wake up call and removal of the
obstacle to the actual progressive ordered prophecy which will come forth in the wake of the JW organizational ship-wreck and sinking
of the Apostate JW Titanic soon:

(Matthew 22:4-10) Again he sent forth other slaves, saying, ‘Tell those invited: “Look! I have prepared my dinner, my bulls
and fattened animals are slaughtered, and all things are ready. Come to the marriage feast.”’ 5 But unconcerned they



went off, one to his own field, another to his commercial business; 6 but the rest, laying hold of his slaves, treated them
insolently and killed them. 7 “But the king grew wrathful, and sent his armies and destroyed those murderers and burned
their city. 8 Then he said to his slaves, ‘The marriage feast indeed is ready, but those invited were not worthy. 9 Therefore
go to the roads leading out of the city, and anyone you find invite to the marriage feast.’ 10 Accordingly those slaves went
out to the roads and gathered together all they found, both wicked and good; and the room for the wedding ceremonies
was filled with those reclining at the table.

6. The "final call" is what must come forth, not a instantaneous "end of the world" as the JW apostasy takes only destruction features
like Babylon the Great's, and the termination of the rival world government, and focuses on those things in disarranged order while
their apostate and impostor leaders bypass the actual prophecy and purpose of Christ Final Arrival first mission: direct salvation.

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 

7. Then, finally, Babylon the Great global-corporate religious complex goes down to actually aid the salvation sheep-sweep of Christ:

(Revelation 14:8) And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who
made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”

(Revelation 11:13) And in that hour a great earthquake occurred, and a tenth of the city fell (as the salvation symbol with
"Babylon the Great" scope); and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake (as the complete salvation symbol
within the Babylon the Great context global scope, as in Rev14:6-8), and the rest became frightened and gave glory to the God
of heaven. (as the complete global symbology of the "great crowd" of salvation.)

8. And all of it under final world government over some final years of milestone prophecy signals becoming actual world developments
live and real-time which anyone can learn from, along the way.

(Haggai 2:7) And I will rock all the nations, and the desirable things of all the nations must come in (to salvation); and I will
fill this house with glory,’ Jehovah of armies has said.

As you can see God only mentions "religion and salvation" when it is being "Babylon the Great City" removed
to aid salvation through its global absence in eternal judgment. That is, religion is man-made, self-appointed,
and useless as regards maintaining faith unto true salvation.

9. Thus, if people knew the true manner of the Christ Arrival which is to be as open as dropping in on a trusted family member or good
friend, or having a trusted family member or good friend "drop in" on us, it would obviously aid their personal attitude to be fearless
and in full confidence regarding Christ and the stepped nature and purpose of his arrival for a timed period of THE GUARANTEED
OPEN SALVATION OPPORTUNITY prior to global conquest. (Rev14; Dan12:11)

And that GUARANTEED OPEN SALVATION OPPORTUNITY means FOR ANYONE willing. ANYONE. Religion
has nothing to do with it, never has and never will.

10. Thus, a person would be better prepared in all ways to expend energy in resisting the wiles of Satan and his fraud world
government objectives in that same period, by knowing this simple truth of the prophecy and reality of Christ's "second coming".
(Rev13:15-18; Rev14:9-11) 

It cannot get more "good news" than this, it is the BEST CASE SCENARIO, that is how we know it is TRUE.
And religion has nothing to do with it as to anything which supports this truth, religion only hampers progress
for its own corporate myths, profits, and control freak addictions. And thus, even world government will have
no use of "religion" either. (Rev17:12-17)

11. Even at this time, it helps us detect fraud "prophecy based" [1-2-3-The-End-of-the-World] claims (2Thess2:1-2) which now fully
mislead [apostatized] Jehovah's witnesses as also deeply prevalent in many Error Camps of Christendom globally.

Parousia Mode Global Sheep- Sweep Gathering First, Full Manifestation
Conquest Last
1. But, it is a sworn oath of Christ that these "things which must take place" will be known fully to the complete-degree necessary
before he arrives, also for a timed final ministry 1260 days, prior to his arrival—because all the needed "little scroll" details of the
Christ Final Arrival "itinerary" and salvation purpose priority are already IN THE PROPHECY.

(Revelation 10:5-7) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 and
by the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and
the sea and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh
angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to
his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

2. The Christ sworn oath prophecy of God that "the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to his own



slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish" will be completely publicly summarized (Rev11:3), before it also completely
manifests. 

3. Thus, the prophecy will be "brought to a finish" in two ways. 

[1.] First, it will be explained publicly in the final 1260 days ministry in complete summarization (Rev11:3); 

[2.] While secondly, the fulfillment will be live and real-time in gauged prophecy and world events steps to the global basic degree so
that anyone can recognize the milestone meanings progressing to world government and into its finale aftermath triggering the Christ
Final Arrival into their complete rival world government sovereignty, as foretold Christ arrives into "the midst of his enemies" as in
Psalm 110:2.

4. Thus, to secure the global-sheep first in that 1290 days final period, Christ has to "arrive" in a Stealth Salvation Parousia, prior to
total manifestation to depose the rival globalized rulership, later. (Rev17:14)

5. Though even the people of the enemy-system (not the enemy-system entities (Rev19:19-21; Rev17:15-17)) are also offered the
open salvation Kingdom Peace terms of Revelation 14:6-7, many will refuse it and instead they recognize the "Christ Parousia"
themselves for a permitted period of time shown in this prophecy:

(Revelation 6:12-17) And I saw when he opened the sixth seal, and a great earthquake occurred; and the sun became
black as sackcloth of hair, and the entire moon became as blood, 13 and the stars of heaven fell to the earth, as when a
fig tree shaken by a high wind casts its unripe figs. 14 And the heaven departed as a scroll that is being rolled up, and
every mountain and [every] island were removed from their places. 15 And the kings of the earth and the top-ranking
ones and the military commanders and the rich and the strong ones and every slave and [every] free person hid
themselves in the caves and in the rock-masses of the mountains. 16 And they keep saying to the mountains and to the
rock-masses: “Fall over us and hide us from the face of the One seated on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb,
17 because the great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to stand?”

A. Obviously, that is not a presto-in-one-day development.

6. That period of time is the 1290 days of Daniel 12:11 during the Revelation 14 final global sequence. That is how the enemy has
time to:

[1.] Perceive Christ has arrived, yet not directly destroyed at that time, even offered the Revelation 14:6-7 way out by Christ's Fair
Warning.

[2.] Ponder delusional means and manner of escaping the reality, for those hell-bent on their little world government project.

[3.] Parallel the end of the final 1260 days ministry by enemy cessation events, and functional global system meaning of Revelation
11:10.

[4.] Parallel the post Babylon the Great time period of Revelation 18. (Revelation 18 also shows a period of time in a fully functional
world system as Babylon the Great is deposed by world government, in the future)

Great Tribulation Phase 1 of 2: The Matthew 24:29 "Tribulation of Those Days" Signal

1. Thus, Revelation 6:12-17 event, is the same Christ Arrival event context as referenceable by the same symbology here in Matthew
24:29:

(Matthew 24:29-31) “Immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its
light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. 30 And then the sign of the Son of
man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will beat themselves in lamentation, and they will see the
Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. 31 And he will send forth his angels with a great
trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones together from the four winds, from one extremity of the heavens to
their other extremity.

But, in Matthew 24:29 we now get the important added detail that the "tribulation of those days" is not "cut
short" by Christ, it resolves on its own BEFORE Christ arrives (Rev13:3 parallel "healing"), and AFTER it does
resolve peacefully and globally, then Christ arrives.

In addition, that Matthew 24:29-31 sequence has no such thing as an "end of the world", but rather, it results in
the global sheep-gathering by Christ and his angels.

2. And since that "tribulation of those days" runs its full course and Christ arrives AFTER it resolves on its own by human means, we
know the parallel "global sheep gathering" resulting in Revelation 7:9-17 also occurs AFTER the "tribulation of those days" resolves
on its own. (Rev13:3):

(Revelation 7:9-17) After these things I saw, and, look! a great crowd, which no man was able to number, out of all nations
and tribes and peoples and tongues, standing before the throne and before the Lamb, dressed in white robes; and there
were palm branches in their hands. 10 And they keep on crying with a loud voice, saying: “Salvation [we owe] to our God,
who is seated on the throne, and to the Lamb.” 11 And all the angels were standing around the throne and the elders and
the four living creatures, and they fell upon their faces before the throne and worshiped God, 12 saying: “Amen! The
blessing and the glory and the wisdom and the thanksgiving and the honor and the power and the strength [be] to our



blessing and the glory and the wisdom and the thanksgiving and the honor and the power and the strength [be] to our
God forever and ever. Amen.” 13 And in response one of the elders said to me: “These who are dressed in the white
robes, who are they and where did they come from?” 14 So right away I said to him: “My lord, you are the one that
knows.” And he said to me: “These are the ones that come out of the great tribulation, and they have washed their robes
and made them white in the blood of the Lamb. 15 That is why they are before the throne of God; and they are rendering
him sacred service day and night in his temple; and the One seated on the throne will spread his tent over them. 16 They
will hunger no more nor thirst anymore, neither will the sun beat down upon them nor any scorching heat, 17 because
the Lamb, who is in the midst of the throne, will shepherd them, and will guide them to fountains of waters of life. And God
will wipe out every tear from their eyes.”

Great tribulation Phase 2 of 2: The Revelation 7:1 "Four Winds" of the Complete World Government
Phase

1. And thus, the "four winds" also must take place AFTER the "tribulation of those days" has completely run its global "sword-stroke"
course:

(Revelation 7:1) After this I saw four angels standing upon the four corners of the earth, holding tight the four winds of
the earth, that no wind might blow upon the earth or upon the sea or upon any tree.

2. Thus, Christ delivers the sheep "great crowd" of "all sorts" of humans saved, from that "four winds" 1290 days world government
permitted final rival sovereign phase, as no connection in a prophecy from God Almighty is without meaning:

(Matt24: 31) And he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones together
from the four winds, from one extremity of the heavens to their other extremity.

3. The other proof that the "four winds" is NOT the same as "tribulation of those days", but manifests AFTER world government is
completed AFTER the "tribulation of those days" has resolved on its own, is what brings about the final anointed Christian "remnant"
sealing affirmation of Revelation 7:4.

4. Carrying out that the final 1260 days ministerial "two witnesses" mission to completion (Rev11:1-10), into enemy-system cessation
(Dan12:11), is how the final true "anointed remnant" receive their "second witnessing" affirmation "sealing" of their anointed Christian
purpose; by tested faithfulness also completed, thus resulting in the complete sealing of Revelation 7:4, thus THROUGH and AFTER
the "tribulation of those days". 

(Revelation 7:2-4) And I saw another angel ascending from the sunrising, having a seal of [the] living God; and he cried
with a loud voice to the four angels to whom it was granted to harm the earth and the sea, 3 saying: “Do not harm the
earth or the sea or the trees, until after we have sealed the slaves of our God in their foreheads.” 4 And I heard the number
of those who were sealed, a hundred and forty-four thousand, sealed out of every tribe of the sons of Israel...

5. Thus, the 1260 days must end before the "four winds" could be "let loose" as the parallel period which ends with the "tribulation of
those days" in some manner in the future, which all arrive in the Revelation 7 sequence. 

6. Thus, "These are the ones that come out of the great tribulation" are coming out of the "four winds" phase. But now we can see a
"tribulation of those days" "sword-stroke" is part of the "great tribulation" but the "four winds" is where it leads to in world government
control of planet Earth. 

7. Thus, the "great tribulation" is dual phased, the "tribulation of those days" is the first phase leading to world government and its "four
winds" finale phase, which is the "great tribulation" period Christ does "cut short" as active, because it is actually the most dangerous
being in world government global control at that time.

(Matthew 24:21-22) for then there will be great tribulation such as has not occurred since the world’s beginning until now,
no, nor will occur again. 22 In fact, unless those days were cut short, no flesh would be saved; but on account of the
chosen ones those days will be cut short.

8. Therefore, the "sword-stroke" "tribulation of those days" will be unprecedented in controlled global chaos, because it is designed to
"sword-stroke" "was healed" into the "global solution" of world government to be presented as the "system-savior" from that doomful-
appearing phase, it will NOT result in "the end of the world". 

9. As severe as that "tribulation of those days" may be in unprecedented "sword-stroke" chaos, the more dangerous period is to
follow it in the "four winds" in 100% world government control of the planet, minus the "chaos" but with other dangerous agenda
"sustainable global management" planning measures being finally being deployed. 

Why Christ Arrives After the Chaos Ends on its Own

1. This is why into the chaos of the "tribulation of those days" is NOT when Christ arrives:

(Matthew 24:6) you are going to hear of wars and reports of wars; see that you are not terrified. For these things must
take place, but the end is not yet.

2. That is also why the world government "four winds" phase can "bring many to ruin" "DURING a freedom from care" which the global
sword-stroke "healing" process will afford, as the world is then approaching the "true peace and security" "world peace" mantra of
completed world government which mantra must be echoed by all the member nations fooled by this "admiration" ruse of Revelation
13:3.



3. World Government officially proclaimed "world peace" mantra, is what is the real Christ Arrival signal flag:

(1 Thessalonians 5:1-5) Now as for the times and the seasons, brothers, you need nothing to be written to you. 2 For you
yourselves know quite well that Jehovah’s day is coming exactly as a thief in the night. 3 Whenever it is that they are
saying: “Peace and security!” then sudden destruction is to be instantly upon them just as the pang of distress upon a
pregnant woman; and they will by no means escape. 4 But you, brothers, you are not in darkness, so that that day should
overtake you as it would thieves, 5 for you are all sons of light and sons of day. We belong neither to night nor to
darkness.

4. And that is why Christ stated he would not arrive with the "tribulation of those days", but after it resolved on its own.

5. And by that time the earth-sheep group is the "great crowd" as one whole "chosen ones" group, because the heavenly sheep group
must have already been 100% "gathered" because that "Kingdom body" must be part of the forces which Commander-King Christ
directs to "cut short" those days, then in the "four winds" Great Tribulation overall finale.

(Revelation 17:14) These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will
conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].”

"Tribulation of Those Days" Resolves into "World Peace" Resolution Progressively

1. That "tribulation of those days" is the "abyss" global context effect of the "sword-stroke" which runs it "seem as if doomsday" and
"seems as if the end of the world" course into, instead, the signal peaceful global "healing" recovery as the true context which world
government is presented. (Rev13:3; Rev17:8)

2. The divine purpose of the prophecy unfolding over several years of milestone globally seen and recognizable events, such as the
judgment downfall of the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy to kick off the process as Daniel 8:13-14 igniting Revelation 8 in the temple
judgment, many people can start to understand at the most basic [personal] level of living the prophecy, to know the Christ arrival is the
big event all the other milestone events will be leading to, to grant everyone accepting it, "The Christ Heads Up".

(Luke 21:25-28) “Also, there will be signs in sun and moon and stars, and on the earth anguish of nations, not knowing
the way out because of the roaring of the sea and [its] agitation, 26 while men become faint out of fear and expectation of
the things coming upon the inhabited earth; for the powers of the heavens will be shaken. 27 And then they will see the
Son of man coming in a cloud with power and great glory. 28 But as these things start to occur, raise yourselves erect
and lift your heads up, because your deliverance is getting near.”

3. No religion can be tasked with that "good news" reality as the Christ Arrival is like a good friend coming in from the road-trip of a
long vacation, they have demonstrated the love of other priorities as far as the corporate cabals who run them for profit and control.

4. Religions never have taught this positivity of the Christ Arrival for the open salvation guarantee of Revelation 14:6-8, because those
corporate entities are designed by humans (not God), for the money and power, not for God and Christ. That is the obligatory claim
religious-corporatism's leadership always run, "WE are really "God's Chosen", support us", to cover the con.

5. THAT is one of the reasons you will NEVER hear any of this from a "Christian religion", they are self-appointed and governmentally
protected spiritual-businesses, whose massive multi-trillions in wealth can instead be saved up for world government world "healing"
use when they do finally depose global religion after it blesses their 666 World Government as divine from all mega-corporate
religious quarters. (Rev17:12-17)

6. It is important to understand that Christ will arrive and Psalm 110:2 "subdue in the midst of this enemies" then in a complete, stated
and globally ruling fully globalized world government. 

7. But, that rival sovereign won't even last four years (Dan12:11), hence its brief symbolic "one hour" rulership permitted unto conquest
upon it by the Kingdom of Christ in Revelation 17:12-14, Revelation 19:19-21.

8. In any event, the principle meaning of the "Christ 'presence'" or "parousia" is important to understand in that final 1290 days of
Daniel 12:11 when Christ arrives, because the sheep gathering is semi-secretive yet the option of total manifestations as possibly
needed to secure a batch of sheep here and there, is of course possible but for the sheep-gathering purpose. 

A. That is the Christ manifestation in "power and great glory" is saved for last, when the the Kingdom of Christ obliterates the rival "8th
King" world government to the eternal oblivion as chaff for the winds of Daniel 2:31-45. (Am9:1-3)

9. Concerning the Christ parousia of Revelation 14 in the 1290 days timeframe of Daniel 12:11 in the future, even Christ described it
as miraculous and stealth in initial operation of sheep gathering:

(Matthew 24:40-42) Then two men will be in the field: one will be taken along and the other be abandoned; 41 two women
will be grinding at the hand mill: one will be taken along and the other be abandoned. 42 Keep on the watch, therefore,
because you do not know on what day your Lord is coming.

God and Christ's Required Total Completions of the Future "Messianic
Kingdom" Reality
1. The first Christ Arrival mission purpose is to complete the heavenly sheep group to complete the following:



[1.] The Kingdom of Messiah membership "body"; 

[2.] The Kingdom Temple membership "body"; 

[3.] The "Holy City" 'New Jerusalem' "body", and; 

[4.] The 'Bride of Christ', "body";

2. If you notice the four based symbology present in Bible prophecy for things of worldwide scope, these immortal and eternal entities
picture spiritual and earthly restorative functions and services Christ will then deploy globally, but with universal and heavenly divine
power basis 

3. As an example of other "four based" prophecy symbols the 4 UN-related "placements" of the "disgusting thing" (1919, 1945, 1990,
future) as finally world government in Daniel 12:11 "placement" four, means world government has four developmental steps to final
achieve a world government (rival sovereignty "tree) of Daniel 4 principle) in the future, which will be permitted to have global scope
rulership temporarily in the future. (Rev17:12; Dan12:11)

4. The world government final agenda trying to initiate for the future management needs of a "sustainable planet Earth", which they will
deem necessary is also pictured in the dangers of the "four winds" ["of the earth]" because that agenda will have global scope even if
being terminated prior to its world government final-agenda completion by Christ.

(Matthew 24:21-22) for then there will be great tribulation such as has not occurred since the world’s beginning until now,
no, nor will occur again. 22 In fact, unless those days were cut short, no flesh would be saved; but on account of the
chosen ones those days will be cut short.

5. And from the globalists own publicized designs, and that prophecy, we know "world government" "new world order" has no good
plans "for the average man and his family", their requirement to found a "new world order" means "starting over" as closely as
possible with human population whittled down to an actually "orderable" magnitude. 

6. No human world government can "new world order" 8 billion people into 12 billion people and so on, and so forth. It has to reboot
upon a totally controlled, greatly reduced, base world population, at least that is their little plan here.

7. In any event, the heavenly sheep group gathering to completion first allows God to finalize the Christ-Coronation, and the anointing
of the High Priest (Zech6:9-15), the ruling King of the "holy city" "coming down from heaven" and the blessing of the Bride, which is
God's "daughter" by immortal spirit rebirth also completed to reality. (Rom8:18-22)

8. The heavenly sheep completely "gathered" define the subservient membership completed "body" which Christ completes as:

[1.] The "King of kings" of the Messianic Kingdom; 

[2.] The High Priest of the Temple; 

[3.] The Immortal King of Jerusalem as Immortal "David" and its King of Salem King-Priest extension as the "immortal Melchizedek"
the Eternal High Priest, and;

[4.] The Bridegroom of the "Bride of Christ";

9. This allows all judgments of the Milestone Prophecy Fulfillment and Completion Process of the future to be rendered by an officially
complete Messianic Kingdom, to complete the fulfillment of these prophecies during the Post-Christ Arrived Salvation Parousia in
Messianic Kingdom official God Almighty Christ "King of kings" Universal Sovereign capacity:

[1.] "Sheep Freeing" (Rev18:4) Babylon the Great Global Deposition: Revelation 17:12-17, Revelation 11:13, Revelation 16:17-
20, Revelation 19:1-9; 

[2.] Christ Kingdom of the World Eternal Takeover: Revelation 11:15-19 (The Daniel 4 "Tree" takeover through Christ); 

[3.] World Judgment of Humanity: Revelation 14:14-20, and Matthew 25:31-46;

[4.] Global Termination Conquest of the World Government and NWO "False Prophet" Complex: Revelation 19:11-21,
Daniel 11:45; Daniel 7:26; Daniel 8:25; Daniel 2:45; Amos 9:1-3

[5.] Universal Judgment on Satan/Demons as 1000 Year-POWs: Revelation 20:1-3; Isaiah 24:21-22;

The Final Messianic Kingdom Judgments for the Adamic Age
1. That is the complete core-prophecy fulfillment process of the future to be rendered by an officially complete Messianic Kingdom, to
oversee:

[1.] Babylon the Great Judgment: 

The condemnatory judgment on global-corporate profiteering and compromised "religion complex" worldwide by world government
illegalization and global deposition after that "Babylon the Great" complex "ride in" "upon the scarlet wildbeast" which is completed



"8th King" World Government receiving its "divine blessing" from that "Babylon" counterfeit divine worship system.

2. Prior to global deposition, expect the Global-Corporate-Religious Multi-Trillionaire "Harlot" to support World Government and its
666 Global Campaign Agenda (Rev13:14-18) as a complete "harlot" in a complete sell-out/freeloader "ride", on the future officially
complete World Government "Scarlet Wildbeast" "8th King" "King North" "King Fierce" "Fourth Beast" "Immense Image of completely
globalized world government, to render a complete "blessing" on this Monumental Botch Counterfeit Sovereign System.

A. By that time of a resume of complete and total "prophecy fails", to attempt to "land on her feet", the Babylon Religious "Harlot"
Complex has only one choice: Accept, Love, Adore, Bless and Promote World Government (for corporate survival) while "she" can.

3. Instead, the "Harlot's" 100s of trillions in well scurried packed-away liquid, hard and other assets, can then be "capital infused" by
World Government Legalized Anti-BTG force into the Global Sword-Stroke "Healing" process. (Rev13:3; Isa41:1) 

A. That controlled injection of huge amounts of wealth, scurried away by the greedy-corporate-religion-"bodies" formerly like
Corporate Pack-Rats, along with the removal of that Global Spiritual Troublemaking Liar Complex, will then also bolster the World
Government "World Peace" mantra echoed through all the pawned member "'Queened' King South" subservient national-systems
(Dan11:42-43), who will gladly suck on that "BTG Boon of Trillions" of dollars to aid their recovery and help bolster the globally hopeful
positivity it will inspire. (Rev13:3; Rev17:8)

B. Keep in mind that the 100s of trillions being "thrown in" by just the religious complex alone (Rev17:15-18; Rev18), will be IN
ADDITION to (1) the quadrillions then in "King North" Worldwide Globalist-System total global claimed-ownership of planet Earth and
everything in it (Dan11:42-43), including (2) the global precious metal reserves worldwide (Dan11:43), and all (3) the former monetary
system corporations and assets, and (4) the globalized-corporate authority to erect a "new global monetary" system on a globalized
and perfected "Mega-Fiat Currency/ Fake Money" Alchemy System, digitally aided, to "Endow" the initial funding of a true world
government.

4. THAT is how the final global "sword-stroke" results not in "doomsday" but in the greatest wealth-system recovery process of all
human history for an astounding globally hopeful atmospheric impression on the relieved global psychology for mega-global-positivity
instead, and the grandest hope for the future ever experienced by "the world"! And, the greatest command of global-wealth will be
active by world government, to actually have the potential of the greatest global recovery ever seen by this world up to that time.

A. THAT is what Revelation 13:3 is all about!

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration. 

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go
off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on
the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the
world.

5. And into that highly-charged mega global positivity context is when World Government is presented as "ascended from the [sword-
stroke inspired] abyss"; for world government sells much much better with hope and "world peace", than with "doomsday" and "the
end of the world". 

The Revelation 13:3 Sword-Stroke "Doomsday Effect" was merely implemented globally to create the proper
totally foreboding, doomful, and nuclear-horror charged context of the global world psychology terrorization-
complex, to eventually by formulaic design, better amplify the global relief and grand hopefulness upon that
former "the world is ending in doomsday" backdrop miraculously vanishing for "world peace" and recovery
instead!—all that would instead manifest from the exact same final global "sword-stroke-to-world-government"
presentation cycle.

Failed "Christianity" Prophecy at Global Scale Helps Evaporate the "Euphrates Waters" of Babylon
the Great!

1. As you can imagine, the Churchplex and JWPlex "Christ arrives into doomsday to deliver us" Early-Exit Escape-Plan
UTTERLY FAILING WORLDWIDE INSTEAD, into the greatest global recovery, world party, and the greatest "golden age" "world
peace for real!" hopefulness ever seen by humanity and that worldwide, will make the whole Christian Prophecy Complex look like a
cruel and ludicrous joke, a true global-laughing-stock, as aided by how the "Harlot" has presented these things in "Her" "Christianity"
"arm".

(Revelation 16:12) And the sixth one poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates, and its water was dried up, that
the way might be prepared for the kings from the rising of the sun.

2. As you can see, prior to the eventual "war of the great day of God the Almighty" symbolic 'Babylon the Great's' "Euphrates River" is
"6th Plague" "depleted to a reduced "waters" human support population prior to its deposition as Revelation 16:12-16. 

3. The "6th Plague" also contains the completion of the globalization-process to "gather the nations" into the signal world government
"Armageddon" "Har (Mt. Earth)-Magedon (Military Complex), that "Planetary "Place" Har-Mountain of World Government Magedon-
Militarization Complex". 

(Revelation 16:13-14) And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the



dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the false prophet. 14 They are, in fact, expressions
inspired by demons and perform signs, and they go forth to the kings of the entire inhabited earth, to gather them (by
globalization-process completion) together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty.

4. That [World Government Controlled] Global Weapons and Armies complex and truly global "Winepress" context, now past "nation
versus nation" military use (Matt24:6), can then be used for the World Government Final-Agenda Operations. 

A. The World Government "Har-Magedon System Planetary-Network" can then be used to aid the world government parallel
operations "during a freedom from care" of that hopeful global recovery context, for the world government 666-"Bring many to Ruin"
Campaign processes of Revelation 17:12-17, Daniel 11:44-45, Daniel 8:25, Daniel 2:45, and Daniel 7:23-26, in very secretive,
scheduled, and controlled manner.

B. Now as you will clearly witness by the Jehovah's Witnesses' Final-Prophecy FAIL coming up first, the ENTIRE Christendom Fake-
Prophecy Forecast "Academic" Seminary-Complex will also fail.

C. The whole thing will thus "prophecy fail" over several final years of NO "END OF THE WORLD", AND NO CHRIST "SECOND
COMING", WITH PLENTY OF MIND-CONTROLLING HYPE DISAPPOINTED ALONG THE WAY.

5. Then, to their surprise, a WORLD GOVERNMENT pops-up (Rev17:8) INSTEAD. Now the Babylon the Great [Christianity False-
Prophecy Complex sector] will have to try to explain World Government and "World Peace" manifesting instead, by adjusting once
again by then blessing that world government botch as "God's Kingdom on Earth!", and "The Triumph of the Global Judeo-Christ
Crusade!", and "God's Elite-Zion Israel Wonder-Child" to lead it all, to save face and itself!

6. That ridiculous final Judeo-Christendom Production, for those catching on, will have one globally MASSIVE credibility-undermining
effect on the world as this whole FAILED Spiritual-Botch Forecast in Doomsday Mythologies starts to unravel, to instead inspire many
people to dump and exodus from "religion" for good, not just the "Christianity" brand.

A. THEN is when you will SEE right on "TV" and right up your street, the "Babylon" religious system "waters" "evaporate" and "dry up"
in many completely disillusioned "religious people" then in [foretold] Global Mass Religious Exodus, like NEVER seen before. It is the
signal death-certificate of religion, it is the beginning of the true end of "Babylon the Great" by first preparatory withdrawal of mass-
public support in a notably massive manner in the future.

B. That Babylon the Great deposition instead starts to free up many people for salvation (Rev14:6-8), as it aids the concurrent
gathering of the earthly sheep group all being relocated and protected for salvation out of the "war of the great day of God the
Almighty" Battlezone of Earth and Space, as Satan and the demons will also be taken from the "heavenly places" and spirit realm
from which they rule.

(Ephesians 6:10-13) Finally, go on acquiring power in [the] Lord and in the mightiness of his strength. 11 Put on the
complete suit of armor from God that you may be able to stand firm against the machinations of the Devil; 12 because we
have a wrestling, not against blood and flesh, but against the governments, against the authorities, against the world
rulers of this darkness, against the wicked spirit forces in the heavenly places. 13 On this account take up the complete
suit of armor from God, that you may be able to resist in the wicked day and, after you have done all things thoroughly, to
stand firm.

[2.] The World Judgment of "the sheep and the goats"; 

(Matt25:31-46; Rev14:14-20)

[3.] Global Conquest; 

The conquest of the rival world government sovereignty after the 1290 days of Daniel 12:11 completes; (Rev19:19-21; Dan2:45;
Dan8:25; Dan7:23-26; Dan11:45);

[4.] Universal Conquest; 

1. The imprisonment judgment and sentence carried out upon Satan and all the demons Overlords World Government (by then,
conquered); (Rev20:1-3; Isa24:21-22);

2. All those Messianic Kingdom Judgments (even if some are carried out by "8th King" world government; Rev17:15-17), are
overseen by Christ as Divine Judge, and King of kings of the Messianic Kingdom.

3. The Messianic Kingdom completion is this "Court" and "Glorious Throne" upon future completion.

(Daniel 7:26) And the (Messianic Kingdom complete) Court itself proceeded to sit (Dan12:11 parallel timeframe), and his own
(world government completed) rulership they finally took away, in order to annihilate [him] and to destroy [him] totally.

(Matthew 25:31-32) When the Son of man arrives in his glory, and all the angels with him, then he will sit down on his
(Messianic Kingdom complete) glorious throne. 32 And all the nations will be gathered before him, and he will separate
people one from another, just as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. 

(And really, that "separation" process will go on through the 1000 year reign of Christ and through the final Revelation 12:14 period of
test from the then released Satan. Thus, the "Glorious Throne" is the Messianic Kingdom rulership Christ retains forever as "King of



kings" as after the 1000 Year Reign he "hands back" GOD'S KINGDOM to GOD ALMIGHTY as the Supreme Sovereign "King of
Eternity" forevermore.)

(Revelation 3:21) To the one that conquers I will grant to sit down with me on my throne, even as I conquered and sat
down with my Father on his throne.

(Revelation 22:3-5) And no more will there be any curse. But the throne of God and of the Lamb will be in [the city], and
his slaves will render him sacred service; 4 and they will see his face, and his name will be on their foreheads. 5 Also,
night will be no more, and they have no need of lamplight nor [do they have] sunlight, because Jehovah God will shed
light upon them, and they will rule as kings forever and ever.

(1 Corinthians 15:24-28) Next, the end, when he hands over the kingdom to his God and Father, when he has brought to
nothing all government and all authority and power. 25 For he must rule as king until [God] has put all enemies under his
feet. 26 As the last enemy, death is to be brought to nothing. 27 For [God] “subjected all things under his feet.” But when
he says that ‘all things have been subjected,’ it is evident that it is with the exception of the one who subjected all things
to him. 28 But when all things will have been subjected to him, then the Son himself will also subject himself to the One
who subjected all things to him, that God may be all things to everyone.

4. All those judgments are overseen by Christ in the complete Messianic Kingdom to remove the core global systems of injury and
ruinations (Rev11:15-18), to prepare for his "Marriage of the Lamb" and the marked inception phase of that event for the beginning of
the One Thousand Year Kingdom Reign of Jesus Christ parallel with Daniel 12:12 "happy" meaning.

(Revelation 11:15-18) And the seventh angel blew his trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: “The
kingdom of the world did become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will rule as king forever and ever.”
16 And the twenty-four elders who were seated before God upon their thrones fell upon their faces and worshiped God,
17 saying: “We thank you, Jehovah God, the Almighty, the One who is and who was, because you have taken your great
power and begun ruling as king. 18 But the nations became wrathful, and your own wrath came, and the appointed time
for the dead to be judged, and to give [their] reward to your slaves the prophets and to the holy ones and to those fearing
your name, the small and the great, and to bring to ruin those ruining the earth.

Global Parousia Sheep Gathering Details of Prophecy
This general prophecy of the global sheep-sweep gathering shows that people within the proximity may notice:

1. The heavenly-sheep vanish from general visibility, because they have to be transferred first to complete the Messianic Kingdom
"body" (1Thess4:17; Rev11:11-12), but earthly sheep can be "relocated" in physical means just as miraculously.

(1 Thessalonians 4:17-18) Afterward we the living who are surviving will, together with them, be caught away in clouds to
meet the Lord in the air (Rev16:17; Rev11:11-12); and thus we shall always be with [the] Lord. 18 Consequently keep
comforting one another with these words.

2. The heavenly-sheep "remnant" then "we the living who are surviving" (1Thess4:17), are gathered first to completion to complete the
Christ Messianic Kingdom Divine Sovereign Agency "body of the Christ" which is actually the specific Divine-Sovereign "Kingdom"
Covenanted-Agency which is to rule planet Earth.

The Final Survivors of all "Flocks" Heavenly and Earthly-Human

1. Anointed of the "killed number" completion of Revelation 6:9-11, of that final time period are transferred instantly to the immortal
state of Christ, which has already been understood by progressive Christians for some time now, because it has been taking place for
some time now (Rev8:13).

(Revelation 6:11) And a white robe was given to each of them; and they were told to rest a little while longer, until the
number was filled also of their fellow slaves and their brothers who were about to be killed as they also had been.

(Revelation 14:13) And I heard a voice out of heaven say: “Write: Happy are the dead who die in union with [the] Lord
from this time onward. Yes, says the spirit, let them rest from their labors, for the things they did go right with them.”

2. Satan, the wildbeast and other enemies do not kill every anointed or earth-anointed Christian, some from both "Enoch pattern"
groups (Jude14), must see Christ arrive, to witness it personally for future generations info. 

A. For the final "remnant" "batch", approval-sealed anointed at that timeframe must be taken alive as "we the living", to then be
"transferred" alive (instant God-death to immortality in Enoch's symbol). 

B. Collectively as "one flock" character ultimately, the sheep groups enter into day one of their respective destined estates, spirit-
immortal or perfect-physical-human (for the human being initial state).

3. But because Christ is the Master Spiritual Pattern of everything anointed Christians will become, and heaven-anointed are the
pattern for all the earth-anointed-sheep also [to-be-"reborn"], but into the perfect human "Last Adamic" state of Christ as a perfect
human being, all details concerning both groups have final completion parallel details, yet respective for the powers of their "native"
realm be it spirit or physical they "seamlessly" co-relate in every way.



4. Humans killed faithful "in union with Christ" from the Earth Sheep Flock will be restored to life immediately:

(Revelation 14:13) And I heard a voice out of heaven say: “Write: Happy are the dead who die in union with [the] Lord
from this time onward. Yes, says the spirit, let them rest from their labors, for the things they did go right with them.”

5. We know this because in the whole Revelation 14 post Christ Arrival prophecy sequence, the complete anointed Christian body of
immortals is absolutely "100%" completed as the Christ Arrival parallel of Revelation 14:1:

(Revelation 14:1) And I saw, and, look! the Lamb standing upon the Mount Zion, and with him a hundred and forty-four
thousand having his name and the name of his Father written on their foreheads. 

6. Thus, earth-sheep are the only ones who may die leading into that, but at some point in the Christ Arrival they go under "divine
protection" to the complete indomitable degree. A "gathered sheep" is in for good, nothing in this world is going "snatch from the hand
of Christ" in that deep final cycle period. But, the phase prior to that can be dangerous because both Satan and the enemy system will
be targeting sheep anyway they can get them. In fact, the target EVERYONE as in Revelation 13:15-18's description of generic
compulsion to accept the "666", or allegiance and thus worship of world government. 

But, by that time of the Christ arrival period for the "sheep gathering" mission one mode (all of the heaven-sheep are "gathered" first to
completion, thus eventually none of the heavenly sheep group are left, first), so any earth-sheep who got killed or died "of [so-called]
natural causes" must be "the dead who die in union with [the] Lord from this time onward, let them rest from their labors, for the things
they did go right with them", by instant "rebirth" from the resurrection for that timeframe. 

7. By that time Earth-Sheep are the only type of "sheep" left, as in also Matthew 25:31-40's case. Earth-sheep, keeping with the Christ
Parousia detail of anointed heavenly-sheep, must become restored also "in the twinkling of an eye" instantly into "Last Adamic"
[physical perfection] instantaneously, even if the spiritual perfection process to sustain the perfection goes on for 1000 years, later, as
does the rest of the earthly-resurrections.

(Revelation 7:17) ...the Lamb, who is in the midst of the throne, will shepherd them, and will guide them to fountains of
waters of life (in the 1000 years reign). And God will wipe out every tear from their eyes.” (Rev21:3-4)

8. There is absolutely no reason, at the post-Christ Arrival beginning of the human perfecting process, to start the spiritual perfection
process within a condemned surely dead "Adamic" human BODY like some almost-useless "old world" intensive care unit physicality
which it is. 

PART4

Christ Principle Master Pattern for Spirit Immortal Beings and Perfect Physical
Human Beings to Unified Everlasting Human Immortal Perfection Potential
1. Jesus Christ is the Immortal Mighty God who achieved that promotion in life form to indestructibility upon a successfully and God
accepted complete [initial] Kingdom Ministerial and Perfect Human Sacrificial Mission as a perfect human being, based on a "new
creation" which is to be the basis of all human being in time.

Had Christ been able to continue as a human past the test of absolute moral integrity in the perfect obedience
to God Almighty mission he accomplished by death, he would have gained access to the "Tree of Immortality"
as the Immortal Human Being. Instead, he gained access to the "Tree of Immortality" as the Indestructible
Mighty God, to guide the Divine Immorality Process into planet Earth's human populous in the future as his
one thousand year reign completes and proceeds to Satan "Last Hoorah" Temptation cycle, which details are
in Revelation 20-22.

2. Christ is the spiritual master pattern for God's Purpose to:

[1.] Legally create new immortal spirit beings for Universal Kingdom Service for the thousand year reign of Christ and forever after.

[2.] Legally create new immortal human beings as originally purposed in Eden, after complete conquest by willing humans upon Satan
in the final test, and its Revelation 22:14 aftermath.

[3.] Legally restore the entire planetary life system with the Edenic purpose to everlasting life.

3. All those things are in Jesus Christ as the "Last Adam" as it progresses to the immortal spirit body [future completion] of the
Messianic Kingdom to then progress into the physical and spiritual perfection of immortal humans as the basis of the new "blessing"
which will then install permanent deathlessness to the entire planetary life creation of God.

4. When Christ arrives in the future, that process will begin as he [COMPLETES] the second leg of his Kingdom Ministerial and
Perfect Human Sacrificial Mission, now to be the "Kingdom of Messiah" Ministerial and Human Deliverance-Salvation Mission.

(1 Corinthians 15:22) For just as in Adam all are dying, so also in the Christ all will be made alive. 

(1 Corinthians 15:45-46) : “The first man Adam became a living soul.” The last Adam became a life-giving spirit.
46 Nevertheless, the first is, not that which is spiritual, but that which is physical, afterward that which is spiritual. 



The Perfect "New Creation" Immortal Being Basis in the Spiritual Christ

1. Christ Immortal Spirit Perfection is the basis of the eventual immortal-being of all his spirit-being "brothers and sisters" which
eventuality is how death is removed from planet earth entirely, which affect all the physical beings from humans on down the Genesis
1:26-28 blessing cascade into all the creation:

(Hebrews 2:14-16) Therefore, since the “young children” are sharers of blood and flesh, he also similarly partook of the
same things, that through his death he might bring to nothing the one having the means to cause death, that is, the Devil;
15 and [that] he might emancipate all those who for fear of death were subject to slavery all through their lives. 16 For he
is really not assisting angels at all, but he is assisting Abraham’s seed. (for the Abrahamic blessing covenant completion of
Genesis 12 and 22)

2. Thus, Christ having the "key of Hades" is the guaranteed restoration of things dead (even Ecc3 animals). 

A. But, having the "keys of Death" as well, means the totality of the death condition must also be removed from planet earth to
progressive completion over the thousand year reign, as "the last enemy death is brought to nothing". (1Coror15:26).

(Revelation 1:17-18) And he laid his right hand upon me and said: “Do not be fearful. I am the First and the Last, 18 and
the living one; and I became dead, but, look! I am living forever and ever, and I have the keys of death and of Hades. 

(Revelation 20:13-15) And the sea gave up those dead in it, and death and Hades gave up those dead in them, and they
were judged individually according to their deeds. 14 And death and Hades were hurled into the lake of fire. This means
the second death, the lake of fire. 15 Furthermore, whoever was not found written in the book of life was hurled into the
lake of fire.

3. Thus, even physical decay is to be a thing of the past for the "all things made new" eventuality of Christ's Kingdom Reign.

(Romans 8:18-22) Consequently I reckon that the sufferings of the present season do not amount to anything in
comparison with the glory that is going to be revealed in us. 19 For the eager expectation of the creation is waiting for the
revealing of the sons of God. 20 For the creation was subjected to futility, not by its own will but through him that
subjected it, on the basis of hope 21 that the creation itself also will be set free from enslavement to corruption and have
the glorious freedom of the children of God. 22 For we know that all creation keeps on groaning together and being in
pain together until now. 

(Revelation 21:3-5) With that I heard a loud voice from the throne say: “Look! The tent of God is with mankind, and he will
reside with them, and they will be his peoples. And God himself will be with them. 4 And he will wipe out every tear from
their eyes, and death will be no more, neither will mourning nor outcry nor pain be anymore. The former things have
passed away.” 5 And the One seated on the throne said: “Look! I am making all things new.

(Ezekiel 47:9) And it must occur that every living soul that swarms, in every place to which the double-size torrent comes,
will get life. ...everything will be alive where the (river of life; Rev22) torrent comes.

(This is how the Daniel 4 "Tree" is restored in its human "rootstock" along with all the creatures which
inhabited the tree symbolically, also suffering and "groaning" due to this Satanic and rebel human experiment
in playing the superior of God Almighty.)

4. As the collective Christ Bridegroom and "Bride of Christ" functional "bodies", the perfect "new creation" form of Christ as the
"Eternal Father" of perfected mankind in his physical form provided for "Last Adamic" human being perfection, must have an "Eternal
Mother" counterpart to birth/create these perfect human beings completely free of any physical Adamic taint. (The first "child adoption"
at the Christ arrival will begin this process physically first) 

(Matthew 19:28) Jesus said to them: “Truly I say to you, In the re-creation, when the Son of man sits down upon his
glorious throne, you who have followed me will also yourselves sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of
Israel.

(Psalm 133:3) It is like the dew of Hermon That is descending upon the mountains of Zion. For there Jehovah
commanded the blessing [to be], [Even] life to time indefinite.

(Hebrews 7:15-17) And it is still more abundantly clear that with a similarity to Melchizedek there arises another priest,
16 who has become such, not according to the law of a commandment depending upon the flesh, but according to the
power of an indestructible life, 17 for in witness it is said: “You are a priest forever according to the manner of
Melchizedek.”

5. God Almighty has given Christ the "superior position" as the Immortal "Son of God" in that aspect of indestructible life now. Thus<
Christ's spiritual immortality basis is what forms the birth/creation spiritual basis for the "Bride's" "body" in the same immortality as
God Almighty "fathers" that reality. 

6. In time, that has to "cascade" down into the physical human being "new creation" as all patterns in Christ are there to apply to the
entire "all things made new" purpose, even for animals and the entire physical planetary life-system and material basis of Earth.

The Perfect New Human Being Basis in the Physical Christ



1. But, Christ was a PERFECT HUMAN BEING, that began this whole "divine mission" process. 

2. Thus, the "Perfect Human" purpose of Christ's total perfect human being sacrifice of the WHOLE PERSON, and its availability to
God, is for the perfect "body" of the "renewed" human beings of the future:

(Hebrews 10:9-10) By the said “will” we have been sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all
time.

3. Thus, the reality of the Christ Immortality is the basis for the Immortal Bride, who is also the Immortal Mother of "Last Adamic [Christ
Physical based] Mankind" of the future, for the eventual purpose of human immortality. Being truly in "God's image" to completion,
means being truly immortal. Adam and Eve allowed their process to be aborted before they could be granted access by God to that
Immortality Tree of Life. (Rev22:1-14)

4. Christ is going to make that Tree of Immortality available to human beings again (Rev22:14), after the thousand year reign
completes into releasing the Satan and his failed-angelic "demon" beings and his final "get everyone to fail like himself" attempts.

5. The "blood of Christ" is what provides the time for human beings to be taught how to maintain a perfect physicality to eventual
sinless and error-free existence. 

A. The atonement blood of Christ is not the only element of his whole perfect human being "Christ sacrifice" available as also the
totality of the new "Last Adamic" human being based on Christ's perfect physical being as well.

6. The process starts with Christ, leads to the Immortal Bride "body" completion, which leads to the "Marriage of the Lamb", which
empowers the Matthew 19:28 re-creation of human beings to then be birthed or transformed into the perfect physicality which is also
in the perfect Christ human being sacrifice.

7. Thus, when Christ arrives as then-coronated "King of kings", as the Bridal body is also the Messianic Kingdom "body", he will be
King [designate] only because he allows the enemy world government to exist a few more years "in his midst". (Dan12:11; Rev14;
Ps110:2)

The point is, globally gathered earth-sheep must be transformed immediately into the physical recovered
aspect, because there is no reason to wait upon the physical aspect of applying Christ perfect human being to
those "gathered" sheep.

Christ's First Arrival "Healing People" is a Core Mission Objective of Christ

1. When Christ first arrived, though it was as the new perfect human being, he did not yet "show up" with a million billion holy angels
plus, as the indestructible Mighty God, along with God Almighty HIMSELF—like he is going to in the future. 

(Revelation 1:7-8) Look! He is coming with the clouds, and every eye will see him, and those who pierced him; and all the
tribes of the earth will beat themselves in grief because of him. Yes, Amen. 8 “I am the Alpha and the Omega,” says
Jehovah God, “the One who is and who was and who is coming, the Almighty.”

(Jude 14) Yes, the seventh one [in line] from Adam, Enoch, prophesied also regarding them, when he said: “Look!
Jehovah came with his holy myriads...

(Zechariah 14:5) And Jehovah my God will certainly come, all the holy ones being with him.

A. Christ's "first coming" was also not the time to begin to apply the "Human Healing Mission" in totality, but only as a foreshadowing
sampling. When Christ arrives in the future, he will begin the totality of the Human Healing Mission for a number of reasons.

2. There are a few reasons why willing people (Rev14:6-8), cannot be left in the Adamic limited human-state at the Christ arrival, and
why he can begin the human [physical] perfecting process immediately upon arrival and the sheep-gathering process of Matthew
24:31.

3. "Adamic Humans" have a few years of optimal power, though when you are young that "feeling perfect" and "I feel (and look) like a
million dollars" [seems] like it will go on forever—but it does not—now it can! 

A. Thus, the truth is, the poor sinful Adamic human body is always aging and breaking down perpetually, it is a wreck-happening from
birth, a lifelong "death-watch" in progress that becomes more apparent the older a human gets. 

B. The "human body" thing is randomly prone to sickness, wobbliness, tiring, mental error, physical waffling, physical and mental
"issues", doubting, injuries, weakness, etc, and thus it is wholly unreliable for endless bodily or spiritual energy, which will be required
in Christ's rule. 

C. Christ, the former absolutely perfect human being is not coming to lead a "great crowd" of breaking down, broken down, and aging
cripples which we all are to varying degrees, to establish a "Sheep ICU" taking years to show results, it has to be instantaneous yet in
controlled manner.

4. And essentially, Christ's Rule is beginning, even in this as yet incomplete state of the "marriage of the lamb" in that initial stage of
the global the sheep-gathering just beginning. 

5. Thus, required "total recall" mentally, or tireless "super-Olympian" energy, focus and strength, or exact physical balance, or extreme



dexterity, perfect vision and hearing, and other relative "super-human-like" disease-free abilities (out of the box as the perfect human
"default setting"), has to be made available in the Christ perfect human model personage, first; it aids the spiritual progress. 

There will be severely limited spiritual progress in an "Adamic" body, plain and simple, no can do.

6. When that occurs at his arrival for starters, the long list of current human sub-optimums are done away with [immediately], and ALL
of the physical ones IMMEDIATELY. 

A. It is the spiritual perfection which takes centuries to develop into the same perfection to sustain the entire perfect human being
"material physicality" eternally; sinlessness and planetary-purity is what sustains perfect physicality for everything (Eze47:9;
Rom8:18-22), in other words—and that spiritual dimension of perfecting is what takes the time, it is spiritual. 

Perfect Human Physicality Dimension Applied First

1. The physical, in the case of Christ's action upon it, is optimum matter and perfect biology which obviously can be applied
immediately because that is what the perfect human being Christ was, and that is what is also available in his sacrifice for earth-
sheep. 

A. Humanity is to be guided patiently for one-thousand years to understand how and why sustaining physical-perfection indefinitely
requires the more complex spiritual and planetary perfection as well, which takes longer to complete. 

To God and Christ, the physical is just so many atoms, molecules, cells, organs in perfected energy
orchestration as a perfect "human body", the material-based perfect human physicality, very simple to apply
for them.

B. Maintaining that perfect physicality requires human participation of the one undergoing holistic perfection it, is another story entirely.

2. Because of the one-thousand year reign and the "time-released atonement blood forgiveness and LIFE-POWER" Christ has time
for spiritual perfecting, but there is no time for sub-optimum "Adamic" physicality, that is why he provided the perfect human model
entire being to begin to be used immediately. 

3. The rest comes over the thousand years reign of Christ.

(Isaiah 40:27-31) “For what reason do you say, O Jacob, and do you speak out, O Israel, ‘My way has been concealed
from Jehovah, and justice to me eludes my God himself’? 28 Have you not come to know or have you not heard?
Jehovah, the Creator of the extremities of the earth, is a God to time indefinite. He does not tire out or grow weary. There
is no searching out of his understanding. 29 He is giving to the tired one power; and to the one without dynamic energy
he makes full might abound. 30 Boys will both tire out and grow weary, and young men themselves will without fail
stumble, 31 but those who are hoping in Jehovah will regain power. They will mount up with wings like eagles. They will
run and not grow weary; they will walk and not tire out.”

4. Now, THAT is no lie, and the physicality to perform that is the easy part, it can be made available very quickly by God through Christ
the Original Master of such "divine technologies".

5. When Christ arrives, the Human "Eagles" take their first "flight" and 'goodbye it is' to the drudgery of the Adamic body "on the spot",
for much work will need to be done in a refreshing everlasting life context, not in today's sub-optimum Adamic human poor form of
being and various well embedded slaveries of this world's "money machine" and its temporary "King North" caretakers. 

6. Christ is about total VOLUNTARY participation, not sitting on the sidelines or in the stands "watching the game", or performing the
game with physical constraints due to sin and imperfection.

(1 Timothy 6:19) ...a fine foundation for the future, in order that they may get a firm hold on the real life.

(2 Corinthians 4:16) Therefore we do not give up, but even if the man we are outside is wasting away, certainly the man
we are inside is being renewed from day to day. 

7. When Christ arrives, DAY ONE, the "man on the inside" is "coming out" forever in potential, for human beings will also be
"renewed" in the perfect Christ physicality of total divine physical abilities, to even the point of immortality. (Rev22:14)

8. Though this applies to Christ, to literally apply to approved finally-affirmation-sealed anointed...

(Hebrews 10:10) By the said “will” we have been sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all
time.

...it also has to apply to human beings the intended terminus of this immortality-extension, who will actually become the PHYSICAL
"body of the Christ" to complete God's Edenic "Eternal Purpose" which cannot be stopped.

(Hebrews 10:8-9) After first saying: “You did not want nor did you approve of sacrifices and offerings and whole burnt
offerings and sin [offering]”—[sacrifices] that are offered according to the Law— 9 then he actually says: “Look! I am
come to do your will.” He does away with what is first (Adamic body) that he may establish what is second (perfect human
Christ physical human body).

9. And though that originally applied to the Mosaic Law Covenant "first" and its first national divine-codified "commands for sinners", it



has been "done away with" by Christ, with the New Covenant "second" for the future in Christ. The "law of love", the "law of Christ", is
completed for immortals in all forms of being, not sinners ultimately.

10. Thus, the Adamic human sinful situation and totally sub-optimum condition which inspired Israel's "Law for Sinners" in effect, was
ultimately picturing God's totality of "doing away with" "Adam", 100%, in all human beings, eventually. 

11. The "Adam and Eve" "human species" was "made extinct" in Eden, but to preserve human beings through Christ the "Last Adam",
the process is scheduled over the 7,000 years of the final "divine week" from "the founding of the world". 

12. Literal instantaneous extinction of the Adamic human-species was not the process God formed in the "eternal purpose" to "gather
all things in Christ", but extinction of the Adamic species of human, is the purpose, it is of little use, temporary and cursed to death.
(Gen3:14-17)

13. Those who are saved by Christ at his "second coming" will be going into the "new Last Adamic" "human species" reality, those
who are not willing to the Kingdom Peace Terms of this salvation (Rev14:6-8), will be the "wall" the then remaining "Adamic species"
will hit. 

14. The end of Adam is in the winepress  of Revelation 14:17-20. Henceforth, people will be guided into the physicality and spiritual
dimension of Christ, "the way"—out.

Christ Completion Basis for Total Planetary Restoration from the Divine Human
Immortality "Blessing"

This is accomplished by the Perfect and New Human Being Jesus Christ, as the new "Eternal Father" and thus
Global-New-Patriarch "from the [new] beginning" (Matt19:28), which transitions willing human beings
(Rev14:6-7) into the perfect physicality of Christ, hence called "the Last Adam" as also a global human being
overall-deliverance from this Edenic sinful state and its global ramifications.

Thus, the "anointed Christian" patterns founded after Christ, also become PHYSICALLY real in their "Last
Adam Fathered" (Isa9:6), human "children" (Isa54) spiritual-counterparts for the "Marriage of the Lamb"
Adoption Fair Day One, prior to that full-blown "Marriage" actuality. 

That is why, to perfectly compliment Christ as the "Eternal Father" of the perfect human "children" his "Bride"
is the implied "Eternal Mother" or "Last Eve" for that regenerative "re-creation" purpose (Matt19:28; Rom8:18-
22), and that spirit-based "body" has to be completed first, to continue in this process for the one thousand
years.

1. From the ramifications of the sin in Eden, this first hierarchical blessing from God to man down into the whole planetary life-system
became cursed to comprehensive eventual death for all life on Earth:

 (Genesis 1:26-28) And God went on to say: “Let us make man in our image, according to our likeness, and let them have
in subjection the fish of the sea and the flying creatures of the heavens and the domestic animals and all the earth and
every moving animal that is moving upon the earth.” 27 And God proceeded to create the man in his image, in God’s
image he created him; male and female he created them. 28 Further, God blessed them and God said to them: “Be fruitful
and become many and fill the earth and subdue it, and have in subjection the fish of the sea and the flying creatures of
the heavens and every living creature that is moving upon the earth.”

2. But, by Christ the same "cascading effect" of death as relatable in all physical organisms will be changed back to the original
purpose via the "Re-Genesis" of the Matthew 19:28 RE-CREATION or REGENERATION of all things made alive perpetually.

(1 Corinthians 15:22-23) For just as in Adam all are dying, so also in the Christ all will be made alive. 23 But each one in
his own rank: Christ the firstfruits, afterward those who belong to the Christ during his presence. 

3. And after that "those who belong to Christ during" his salvation parousia period timeframe of Daniel 12:11 via Revelation 14, which
will include both the heavenly and earthly sheep group as one, the whole planetary creation of animals has to also "be made alive" "in
its own rank" by a "re-created" absolutely pure planetary material life system basis, and an Immortal Kingdom and Life-Power none
can compromise again.

(Psalm 133:3) It is like the dew of Hermon That is descending upon the mountains of Zion. For there Jehovah
commanded the blessing, life to time indefinite.

4. Then, the "divine curse" of Genesis 3:14-17 is removed, and the eternal life blessing of Psalm 133 is activated to completion:

(Revelation 22:3) And no more will there be any curse. But the throne of God and of the Lamb will be in [the city]...

5. That renewed but new blessing via Christ from God, is what was foretold in the Abrahamic Covenant then "concluding" into the
beginning of an eternity of comprehensive life on the planetary Earth system:

(Genesis 12:1-3) And Jehovah proceeded to say to Abram: “Go your way out of your country and from your relatives and
from the house of your father to the country that I shall show you; 2 and I shall make a great nation out of you and I shall
bless you and I will make your name great; and prove yourself a blessing. 3 And I will bless those who bless you, and him



that calls down evil upon you I shall curse, and all the families of the ground will certainly bless themselves by means of
you.”

(Genesis 22:15-18) And Jehovah’s angel proceeded to call to Abraham the second time out of the heavens 16 and to say:
“‘By myself I do swear,’ is the utterance of Jehovah, ‘that by reason of the fact that you have done this thing and you
have not withheld your son, your only one, 17 I shall surely bless you and I shall surely multiply your seed like the stars of
the heavens and like the grains of sand that are on the seashore; and your seed will take possession of the gate of his
enemies. 18 And by means of your seed all nations of the earth will certainly bless themselves due to the fact that you
have listened to my voice.’”

6. Thus, the "families of the ground" includes all families of all creation not just human ones. 

(It is into that spiritually matured context Satan the anointed-cherub-failure is released into for his final attempt to ply his lies, because
that spiritual maturity is not completed until immortality is reached for those who conquer Satan as perfect fully-tested humans, thereby
resolving the original issue of personal sovereignty over one's own future, which is how the entire world was lost and "subjected to
futility" in death, formerly.)

7. Thus, as stated the "anointed Christian" spirit-based patterns have to become reality in "Last Adam Fathered" (Isa9:6) physical
human "children" (Isa54) of earth, that is the intended end objective: to recover human beings as the perfect human physical aspect of
their spiritual-counterpart "Eternal Father" and "Eternal Mother" for the "Marriage of the Lamb". 

8. At the Christ Final Arrival in Salvation Parousia Mode first, it is a deliverance into adoption, day one, prior to that full-blown
"Marriage" "legalizing" these "as children of the Lamb", activating all this purpose of God irreversibly for forever. 

9. The point is, before the final test of Satan after the thousand years, as with Adam and Eve and Christ, human beings must already
be "children of God" via Christ the "Eternal Father" when Satan is released to tempt them. 

10. The eventual Immortal Human Children of God are those who conquer Satan (Rev22:14) by obeying God completely, into the final
form of "son-ship", as Christ also demonstrated by his Immortal Rebirth upon fully tested approval by God.

11. That is why to perfectly complete the "Eternal Purpose" of God based on Christ as the "Eternal Father" "Last Adam" for the perfect
human "children" eventually immortal for the conquerors, the "Bride of Christ" is the implied "Eternal Mother" or "Last Eve".

(Isaiah 54:1-3) “Cry out joyfully, you (Last Eve) barren woman (prior to marriage of the lamb) that did not give birth! Become
cheerful with a joyful outcry and cry shrilly, you that had no childbirth pains, for the sons of the desolated one (Eternal
Mother) are more numerous (in the tens of billions of people) than the sons of the (Jerusalem Above) woman with a
husbandly owner (God),” Jehovah has said. 2 “Make the place (planet Earth) of your tent (Rev21:3-4) more spacious. (no
physics limitations as humans are subject to now) And let them stretch out the tent cloths of your grand tabernacle. (now to be
the completed "holy city" and temple, "coming down to earth", eventually encompassing all life of Earth) Do not hold back.
Lengthen out your tent cords, and make those tent pins of yours strong. 3 For to the right and to the left you will break
forth, and your own offspring (including Psalm45 "Princes") will take possession even of nations, and they will inhabit even
the desolated cities. 

12. By that time, the "holy city" has fully "come down from heaven" as the integral Sovereign Immortality Center of all earthly creation
accessible to humans as is the 'Tree of Immortality' within that "city", the Messianic Kingdom "City of God", on Earth as a "large
mountain that fills the earth". (Dan2:31-45) 

(Revelation 22:14) Happy are those who wash their robes, that the authority [to go] to the tree of life may be theirs and
that they may gain entrance into the city by its gates. 

13. That divine "couple" is the "immortal family" basis from God Almighty for the regenerative "re-genesis" "re-creation" purpose
(Matt19:28; Rom8:18-22) of "God's will done on earth, as in heaven".

14. And that "body" immortal-spirit aspect has to be completed first, to continue in this process into the physical perfection of all
Earthly planetary beings for the one thousand years process, as Revelation 21-22 loops back to its original Genesis 1 Edenic
purpose, then Planetary Eden in final form of completion.

For the "great crowd" of then all human earth-sheep, the Messianic Kingdom backed World Peace Covenant
(Eze34:25; Eze37:26; Rev14:6-7), becomes ratified-to-active by the Marriage Covenant of Christ and his Bride,
at the time its becomes complete (Dan12:12), which seals that step into God's "will be done on Earth" purpose
in prophecy fulfilling into the historical reality for all generations afterward to learn from, officially.

After Daniel 12:11'a Christ Salvation parousia 1290 days ends, the enemy is conquered in world government
and imprisoned Satan and the demons, as no enemies, but on "the happy" are present for the Marriage of the
Lamb.

(Daniel 12:12) Happy is the one who is keeping in expectation and who arrives at the one thousand three hundred and
thirty-five days!

The Genesis to Revelation, Re-Genesis to Universal Immortality Application Loop



1. There is a difference between "everlasting life" and "immortality", which both come from God Almighty. Mortals have possessed
"everlasting life" [potential] like Adam, the woman (named Eve after the sin), and Satan and the demons. 

2. All of them have or will eventually die, due to failure and sin. Immortality is incorruptible and indestructible life, like "everlasting life"
on super-steroids from God as based on completely tested obedience to Him. Jesus Christ from a HUMAN test, is the first created
being to ever achieve the immortality state from God Almighty. There is a reason Christ is also "first in all things", including the
immortality.

3. Everlasting life is inherent to sinless human creations. Immortality is the reward from God for sinless beings with "everlasting life",
after being fully tested and remaining complete in obedience to Him (without sin). 

4. All beings of freewill "in God's image" original basis must have the opportunity to gain immortal indestructible life. (Rev22) The full
"will of God" process was merely aborted in Eden. But, it will come forth anyways (Rev21-22), for Satan is not God's superior being
also subject to death, in time, and that will all be completed in the same post one thousand year reign process, when Satan is
released for a final testing of humans. (Rev20-22)

[1.] Everlasting Life - As with Adam and Eve "default everlasting life" power already present in their spiritual and physical being from
their "birth" as created perfect human beings of God Almighty, prior to the temptation of the Revelation 12 "original serpent" Satan
(Gen3), future "Last Adamic" humans are also brought first into the same "default everlasting life" power during the Christ one
thousand year reign.

5. But "everlasting life" can end by sin, as with Adam and Eve; the purposed human eventuality of the purpose of the "tree of life" was
severed by sin, as has been the logic of why that tree of life is also mentioned in the Edenic context of Genesis 3. Immortal life is
indestructible because it is incorruptible by fully tested divine obedience to God Almighty, its source.

[2.] Immortal Life - As with Adam and Eve also to have had eventual access to the Tree of [Immortal] Life in the very logic in Genesis
3, which was aborted by the sin through the successful lie-based temptation of Satan, future humans must have the full opportunity to
access the "Tree of [Immortal] Life", which will also have the final Satanic temptation cycle to try to also abort the process for [some]
humans.

(Revelation 20:1-3) And I saw an angel coming down out of heaven with the key of the abyss and a great chain in his
hand. 2 And he seized the dragon, the original serpent, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for a thousand years.
3 And he hurled him into the abyss and shut [it] and sealed [it] over him, that he might not mislead the nations anymore
until the thousand years were ended. After these things he must be let loose for a little while.

The point is, Satan is not just undermining everlasting life capability inherent in perfect human beings (now
imperfect and dying through sin), as the Hebrews 2:14 "one having the ability to cause death". 

Satan also managed to get the first perfect human beings to participate in their own voluntary-failure and thus
the natural eventual access to the Tree of Immortality was aborted by Adam and the woman failing that first
temptation-based test.

Therefore, Satan is also trying to keep the immortality-by-absolute-tested-obedience-to-God "upgrade", even
the knowledge of its reality, away from human beings.

6. But, that success at burying a most ancient truth of the human immortality potential and [eventual] new opportunity through Christ, by
perfected obedience to God Almighty, will be made available as Satan is completely removed from access to human beings, human
minds and spiritual influence for the thousand years of Christ's reign. (Rev20:1-3)

7. Christ will start the perfection process by his own available perfect human body (also in the totality of his perfect human sacrifice, as
shown) for first the physical dimension of the "new human beings" as "Last Adamic Human Beings", which physical-perfection must
come first, fast! It is required before the Obedience to God for Immortality process can complete.

The Earthly Anointed Christians
Earthly-Anointed Christian Human Immortality to Seal Everlasting Life for All
Animal Beings of Earth 
Now, as in the Biblical term "Christian" all those identifying themselves as Christian based on faith in Christ and his "passport"
sacrifice, are anointed. 

And after testing it is affirmed or rejected, as all patterns are identical but manifesting in the spirit realm first, as it guides the physical
to the same "reward" for those continuing in sinless perfection.

Religion never has had anything to do with the true Christ Covenant, the merely profited off it even after their usefulness waned into
inactions. 

What we personally do with the truths in the Bible PERSONALLY AND INDIVIDUALLY, in spite of religion, certainly not aided much by
it, is what this anointing is about.



Christened One is the root "Christ" term in Christian which itself means "anointed".

Now it can be proven there are heavenly-anointed and there are earthly-anointed. It has to now be revealed fully prior to the Christ
Arrival when this earthly-anointing can result in a deathless "transference" into Christ's Zion Angel Camp relocation for the future
"gathering the sheep" of Revelation 14.

Although all 144,000 help define the fulfillment of Revelation 14:1-5, we have more "holy ones" mentioned after those heavenly-
anointed Christians are all spirit-immortals here:

(Revelation 14:1) And I saw, and, look! the Lamb standing upon the Mount Zion, and with him a hundred and forty-four
thousand having his name and the name of his Father written on their foreheads.

And these Revelation 14:12 "holy ones" have to be earthly-anointed Christians having to stay "666-free" as complete and global-ruling
world government plods down its 1290 days scheduled "road trip" to its end (Dan12:11), with its final 666 global campaign active of
Revelation 13:14-18.

(Revelation 14:9-12) And another angel, a third, followed them, saying in a loud voice: “If anyone worships the wild beast
and its image, and receives a mark on his forehead or upon his hand, 10 he will also drink of the wine of the anger of God
that is poured out undiluted into the cup of his wrath, and he shall be tormented with fire and sulphur in the sight of the
holy angels and in the sight of the Lamb. 11 And the smoke of their torment ascends forever and ever, and day and night
they have no rest, those who worship the wild beast and its image, and whoever receives the mark of its name. 12 Here is
where it means endurance for the holy ones, those who observe the commandments of God 

And it makes perfectly logical sense the 144,000, which definitely have a heavenly-anointed "calling" (Rev14:1), in those to be fully
approved by testing, are "OUT OF" a LARGER twelve tribes of "spiritual Israel" which would be left remaining ON EARTH.

(Revelation 7:4-8) And I heard the number of those who were sealed, a hundred and forty-four thousand, sealed out of
every tribe of the sons of Israel: 5 Out of the tribe of Judah twelve thousand sealed; out of the tribe of Reuben twelve
thousand; out of the tribe of Gad twelve thousand; 6 out of the tribe of Asher twelve thousand; out of the tribe of Naphtali
twelve thousand; out of the tribe of Manasseh twelve thousand; 7 out of the tribe of Simeon twelve thousand; out of the
tribe of Levi twelve thousand; out of the tribe of Issachar twelve thousand; 8 out of the tribe of Zebulun twelve thousand;
out of the tribe of Joseph twelve thousand; out of the tribe of Benjamin twelve thousand sealed.

Thus, regardless whether the "144,000" is literal or symbolic that group is "out of" a larger "twelve tribes" "national" earthly-destined
context of "Israel" since the days of Christ, which has to end up in the "great crowd" for those "sheep" alive at that time.

Thus, those "remaining ones of Jacob" in that "twelve tribes" alive for Revelation 7:1-17 are also anointed Christians with the "human
immortal hope" of the earthly actuality being brought about in them through the new perfect human being also in Jesus Christ's whole
perfect human being sacrifice for this purpose.

They will be very powerful "Kingdom of the World" "princely" humans, even amongst the perfect global race of that time.

(Micah 5:7-9) “And the remaining ones of Jacob must become in the midst of many peoples like dew from Jehovah, like
copious showers upon vegetation, that does not hope for man or wait for the sons of earthling man. 8 And the remaining
ones of Jacob must become among the nations, in the midst of many peoples, like a lion among the beasts of a forest,
like a maned young lion among droves of sheep, which, when it actually passes through, certainly both tramples down
and tears in pieces; and there is no deliverer. 9 Your hand will be high above your adversaries, and all enemies of yours
will be cut off.”'

(Revelation 14:9-12) And another angel, a third, followed them, saying in a loud voice: “If anyone worships the wild beast
and its image, and receives a mark on his forehead or upon his hand, 10 he will also drink of the wine of the anger of God
that is poured out undiluted into the cup of his wrath, and he shall be tormented with fire and sulphur in the sight of the
holy angels and in the sight of the Lamb. 11 And the smoke of their torment ascends forever and ever, and day and night
they have no rest, those who worship the wild beast and its image, and whoever receives the mark of its name. 12 Here is
where it means endurance for the holy ones, those who observe the commandments of God.

Now we know the Christ atonement grants accessibility into Christ's millennium of rule for human beings, just as it did for spirit-
immortals actually in the "body of the Christ" for the Immortal Messianic Kingdom sovereign entity.

Thus, Christ's sacrifice has two overall "everlasting life" procuring missions, 

1. An atonement to provide the timeframe of forgiveness for one thousand years overall, to develop and apply human sinlessness in
physical and spiritual dimensions, for "everlasting life" empowered humans, by Christ's sacrificial merit, based on obedience which
suspends mortality still possible in the "second death".

The above results in "stand-alone" perfect humans in "everlasting life", free of Christ's atonement coverage by being affirmed in
sustained sinlessness up to that time. These perfect human beings can then conquer Satan by remaining obedient to God when Satan
is released for the final temptation-based testing cycle he will be permitted.

2. Those who conquer Satan in tested perfect obedience maintained will become the Immortal Human Beings of Revelation 22:14,
which purpose of human immortality is hinted at in the "Tree of Life" lost access clause of Genesis 3:22.



New Covenant Pattern for Final True World Peace Covenant

(1 Corinthians 11:23-27) For I received from the Lord that which I also handed on to you, that the Lord Jesus in the night
in which he was going to be handed over took a loaf 24 and, after giving thanks, he broke it and said: “This means my
body which is in your behalf. Keep doing this in remembrance of me.” 25 He did likewise respecting the cup also, after he
had the evening meal, saying: “This cup means the new covenant by virtue of my blood. Keep doing this, as often as you
drink it, in remembrance of me.” 26 For as often as you eat this loaf and drink this cup, you keep proclaiming the death of
the Lord, until he arrives. 27 Consequently whoever eats the loaf or drinks the cup of the Lord unworthily will be guilty
respecting the body and the blood of the Lord. 

(1 Corinthians 11:28-34) First let a man approve himself after scrutiny, and thus let him eat of the loaf and drink of the cup.
29 For he that eats and drinks eats and drinks judgment against himself if he does not discern the body. 30 That is why
many among you are weak and sickly, and quite a few are sleeping [in death]. 31 But if we would discern what we
ourselves are, we would not be judged. 32 However, when we are judged, we are disciplined by Jehovah, that we may not
become condemned with the world. 33 Consequently, my brothers, when you come together to eat [it], wait for one
another. 34 If anyone is hungry, let him eat at home, that you may not come together for judgment. But the remaining
matters I will set in order when I get there.

Now, "discerning the body" has a broader meaning and for the earthly-anointed who now have the opportunity to live into the Christ
future arrival, thus logically a "sacred secret" kept hidden for this reason as that event nears to completion over the next few years.

(1 Corinthians 11:27-29) Consequently whoever eats the loaf or drinks the cup of the Lord unworthily will be guilty
respecting the body and the blood of the Lord. 28 First let a man approve himself after scrutiny, and thus let him eat of the
loaf and drink of the cup. 29 For he that eats and drinks eats and drinks judgment against himself if he does not discern
the body. 

Now, no one can tell someone to or not to partake of the memorial supper of God and Christ's new covenant, one has to discern it for
themselves truthfully within, to avoid a judgment. Now we know there is a "spiritual body of the Christ" and a physical to-be-perfected
human "body of the Christ".

Overall, for spirit immortality first then human immortality last, it is "one body" in unified purpose as is God's will done both in heaven
and earth to completion.

(1 Corinthians 10:16-17) The loaf which we break, is it not a sharing in the body of the Christ? 17 Because there is one
loaf, we, although many, are one body, for we are all partaking of that one loaf.

(1 Corinthians 15:44) If there is a physical body, there is also a spiritual one.

And since earth-anointed are to BECOME the actual physical blood (perfect life power, not atonement power) and the perfect physical
body (perfect physicality "bread of heaven") of Christ the [new] perfect man, to replace Adam the sinner by Last Adam the righteous
one Christ, this is not saying an earth-anointed needs to partake or not partake, since they will "partake" in the reality of Christ's
perfect human body for all those passing alive into or being resurrected into the human resurrection on Earth under Christ's Messianic
Kingdom.

But, because an immortal unification is coming, and one can discern what "body" realm one is anointed for, Heaven also upon Earth
in ultimate divine purpose, ANYONE can partake as a speculation. Ultimately one has to "discern the body" and decide for
themselves if someone is an earth sheep who formerly did not participate, just as one also had to "discern the body" to cooperate with
their heavenly anointing process as they realized it. 

Now we know the "new covenant" empowered spirit immortals to be legally "gathered all things in the heavens" by God, through
Christ's sacrifice. Now we know the "Marriage of the Lamb" will form a world peace covenant of the Prince of Peace, the Eternal
Father of the new human race.

(Ezekiel 34:25) “‘“And I will conclude with them a covenant of peace, and I shall certainly cause the injurious wild beast to
cease out of the land, and they will actually dwell in the wilderness in security and sleep in the forests. 

(Ezekiel 37:26-28) “‘“And I will conclude with them a covenant of peace; an indefinitely lasting covenant is what there will
come to be with them. And I will place them and multiply them and place my sanctuary in the midst of them to time
indefinite. 27 And my tabernacle will actually prove to be over them, and I shall certainly become their God, and they
themselves will become my people. 28 And the nations will have to know that I, Jehovah, am sanctifying Israel when my
sanctuary comes to be in the midst of them to time indefinite.”’”

And as seen in the context, that is a Christ Based Covenant of Peace for humans.

(Isaiah 54:9-10) “This is just as the days of Noah to me. Just as I have sworn that the waters of Noah shall no more pass
over the earth (an eternal human covenant purpose pattern), so I have sworn that I will not become indignant toward you nor
rebuke you. 10 For the mountains themselves may be removed, and the very hills may stagger, but my loving-kindness
itself will not be removed from you, nor will my covenant of peace itself stagger,” Jehovah, the One having mercy upon
you, has said.

And now we know that is in connection with a "woman barren" (for now), and "with no husbandly owner" as the "currently single" (but



NOT available) betrothed unmarried woman of Christ, the Bride of Christ in this old riddle also in Isaiah 54:

(Isaiah 54:1-4) “Cry out joyfully, you barren woman that did not give birth! Become cheerful with a joyful outcry and cry
shrilly, you that had no childbirth pains, for the sons of the desolated one are more numerous than the sons of the
woman with a husbandly owner,” Jehovah has said. 2 “Make the place of your tent more spacious. And let them stretch
out the tent cloths of your grand tabernacle. Do not hold back. Lengthen out your tent cords, and make those tent pins of
yours strong. 3 For to the right and to the left you will break forth, and your own offspring will take possession even of
nations, and they will inhabit even the desolated cities. 4 Do not be afraid, for you will not be put to shame; and do not
feel humiliated, for you will not be disappointed. For you will forget even the shame of your time of youth, and the
reproach of your continuous widowhood you will remember no more.”

(Isaiah 54:1-4) “Cry out joyfully, you barren woman that did not give birth! (Christ's "Eternal Mother" Bride bears billions of
human in the reign of Christ the Eternal Father, in the one thousand years, [barren and unmarried] for now) Become cheerful with
a joyful outcry and cry shrilly, you that had no childbirth pains (barren), for the sons of the desolated (unmarried) one are
more numerous (Christ's woman: billions) than the sons of the woman with a husbandly owner (God's woman: 144,000),”
Jehovah has said. 2 “Make the place of your tent (Rev21:3-4 planet Earth) more spacious. And let them stretch out the tent
cloths of your grand tabernacle. Do not hold back. Lengthen out your tent cords, and make those tent pins of yours
strong. 3 For to the right and to the left you will break forth, and your own (human, immortal in time) offspring will take
possession even of nations, and they will inhabit even the desolated cities. 4 Do not be afraid, for you will not be put to
shame; and do not feel humiliated, for you will not be disappointed. For you will forget even the shame of your time of
(sinful Adamic human) youth, and the reproach of your continuous widowhood (prior to the "marriage of the lamb") you will
remember no more.”

Thus, that is the Marriage of the Lamb activated "final covenant" (8th covenant), now open in spirit, "Covenant of Peace" humans
could "partake" of in that "discernment of the [human immortal] body" purpose of God. Revelation 14:6-7 will complete that covenant,
by super-human divine power, not humans at the Christ arrival of the future:

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“FEAR God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”

Thus, this is showing it is up to one's own conscience, if one chose not to partake, being human under Christ sacrifice in the end
anyways (2John2:1-2), they cannot be removed by choosing to hold off on a public symbol of participation. 

But for one choosing to do it, that "discerning the body" calling is now as to whether they are destined in agreement with being
immortal spirit or immortal human. God's will done in Heaven as immortal spirit, or God's will done on Earth as immortal human as the
respective personal goal for a unified super-universal "will of God".

Human is Where the Testing Occurs for Both Immortal Estates

Both of those immortal outcomes are based on continuing to obey God Almighty through all testing while a human. 

HUMAN TESTING, as a human being in this world applies for heavenly-anointed and for earthly-anointed through Satan's final testing
upon human earth-anointed. 

IMMORTALITY is still the same reward for those conquering Satan while human, for both destinies. The timing of the testing and the
reward, and the form of being is all that varies.

Now we know why the "twelve tribes" of "spiritual Israel" are still "judged" under the Messianic Kingdom unto human perfection for all
humans succeeding in this:

(Matthew 19:28) Jesus said to them: “Truly I say to you, In the re-creation, when the Son of man sits down upon his
glorious throne, you who have followed me will also yourselves sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of
Israel. 

The "twelve tribes of Israel" in the post Christ Arrival and millennial Kingdom of Christ rule, are Christians of the "resurrection of the
righteous" or in the "great crowd" mixed finality because even good conscience honoring works of ignorant ones are considered
Christian by God already:

(Romans 2:12-16) For instance, all those who sinned without law will also perish without law; but all those who sinned
under law will be judged by law. 13 For the hearers of law are not the ones righteous before God, but the doers of law will
be declared righteous. 14 For whenever people of the nations that do not have law do by nature the things of the law,
these people, although not having law, are a law to themselves. 15 They are the very ones who demonstrate the matter of
the law to be written in their hearts, while their conscience is bearing witness with them and, between their own thoughts,
they are being accused or even excused. 16 This will be in the day when God through Christ Jesus judges the secret
things of mankind, according to the good news I declare.

(Romans 2:25-26) Circumcision is, in fact, of benefit only if you practice law; but if you are a transgressor of law, your
circumcision has become uncircumcision. 26 If, therefore, an uncircumcised person keeps the righteous requirements of
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the Law, his uncircumcision will be counted as circumcision, will it not? 

And so the principle would go for the "sheep" of the world now, even people who have no idea they are "sheep", the ones who qualify
by obeying the conscience-driven "law of love" which is the "law of Christ" even if motivated by their own conscience alone.

(Revelation 7:9-10) After these things I saw, and, look! a great crowd, which no man was able to number, out of all nations
and tribes and peoples and tongues, standing before the throne and before the Lamb, dressed in white robes; and there
were palm branches in their hands. 10 And they keep on crying with a loud voice, saying: “Salvation [we owe] to our God,
who is seated on the throne, and to the Lamb.”

And now we know the "great crowd" has to have some "skin of their teeth" people who have acquired faith very quickly as aided by the
mind-blowing whirlwind of earthly events they will have seen and lived through up to that time, live and real-time headed into the Christ
Arrival they will begin to understand fully, personally, in their faces. 

(Haggai 2:7) And I will rock all the nations, and the desirable things of all the nations must come in; and I will fill this
house with glory,’ Jehovah of armies has said.

Eventually, they all meet the Kingdom Angels of Christ, which will make [willingly agreeing] believers of some on the spot:

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“FEAR God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”

It is called a "great crowd" because these are going to be "baptized" through the Armageddon climaxing events. Many in there will
have been "Christian" for their whole lives, some many years, others a few, while others will have become "Christian" for just a matter
of minutes or hours; they still have to make it official in agreement with Revelation 14:6-7 as do all human saved ones. 

But for those "crash-coursed" new to the faith "out-of-the-blue", like Saul of Tarsus had experienced, they fill out the "great crowd" who
also contains anointed earthly-sheep, that is why it is called the "great CROWD" as in of mixture of savable people in all global forms. 

It has some very new "sheep-to-be" in the very process of affirming their identity. As the meaning of these events "sinks in", they will all
"wash their robes in the blood of the lamb" for no one will doubt, and everyone in the great crowd will know: Christ saved them! The
second you believe in Christ, you did your load first load of laundry in his blood. It only takes a second to begin.

But, in its initial "gathering from the four winds" (Matt24:31; Rev7:1), it is truly a mixed "great crowd" of "all sorts of [humans]" being
saved, humans who can be worked with by Christ quickly in the start of the one thousand year reign.

But, when they first start to be confronted by the angels of Revelation 14:6-7, many saved into the beginning of the "gathering" of that
"great crowd" will have had little or no faith, the real-time events is what will be "getting through to them" live and real-time, as also
occurred with Saul of Tarsus, by Christ himself completing his own ministry in Revelation 14 in the Daniel 12:11 final 1290 days
timeframe. 

They may enter the "great crowd" as people becoming sheep, not yet fully affirmed in their agreement, but once in that group and in
those events, they will become "Christian" very quickly as to their own individual choice. 

That is why even the last "sheep" of Matthew 25:31-40 are all perplexed as to why they are being saved, "when did we see you?" they
ask. They are obviously very new "sheep", they may have never even read the book of Matthew.

But because the "great crowd" ALL "wash their robes in the blood of the lamb" even if in that very minute, they all become earth-
anointed, for they will become the foundational first human deathless social nation of the "new earth" "spiritual Israel", in all continuing
cooperative and willing. 

When it comes to Christ saving all the sheep and wiping out the "New World Order" "8th King" World Government in spectacular
earth-shaking manner and canning black-eyed, beaten and chained Satan and the demons to the abyss, it is the "great crowd" who
will have "been there, and done that" for all future reference to every generation of humans to be restored on Earth for all time. 

(2 Thessalonians 1:6-10) This takes into account that it is righteous on God’s part to repay tribulation to those who make
tribulation for you, 7 but, to you who suffer tribulation, relief along with us at the revelation of the Lord Jesus from heaven
with his powerful angels 8 in a flaming fire, as he brings vengeance upon those who do not know God and those who do
not obey the good news about our Lord Jesus. 9 These very ones will undergo the judicial punishment of everlasting
destruction from before the Lord and from the glory of his strength, 10 at the time he comes to be glorified in connection
with his holy ones and to be regarded in that day with wonder in connection with all those who exercised faith, because
the witness we gave met with faith among you.

It is the "great crowd" who never have to die, who will personally witness, and who will personally feel and "regard that day with wonder
in connection with all those who exercised faith" because for the human salvation they are the ones who will have that faith, even if like
Saul of Tarsus it is delivered quickly by great "lights from the sky" [in their very faces].

It will be a very great and UNFORGETTABLE privilege to make the "great crowd" no matter how one may get there. (Rev14:6-7) 

Every human who is resurrected or comes into new existence in the "new earth" will want to know every detail of the "great crowd"
members' living experiences of that phenomenal Christ Final Arrival period! It is one of the greatest times to be alive in, in all human



history!

It is the "resurrection of the unrighteous" that will have the "spiritual gentiles" who are not Christian covenanted to completion yet, as
shown by their former lives whether religious or not, they did things against even their own seared conscience. 

But anyone resurrected is to be given the full opportunity to become spiritual Israel as a perfect human being.

(Matthew 12:31-32) On this account I say to you, Every sort of sin and blasphemy will be forgiven men, but the blasphemy
against the spirit will not be forgiven. 32 For example, whoever speaks a word against the Son of man, it will be forgiven
him; but whoever speaks against the holy spirit, it will not be forgiven him, no, not in this system of things nor in that to
come.

(Daniel 12:2) And there will be many of those asleep in the ground of dust who will wake up, these to indefinitely lasting
life and those to reproaches [and] to indefinitely lasting abhorrence.

But now we know how that distinction between the "twelve tribes" of "spiritual Israel" ON EARTH as humans in Christ's reign differ
from the resurrected unrighteous people in general, until it all attains as one whole for those willing, to human perfection in Christ "Last
Adam" perfect human form.

Earth-Sheep of the Revelation 14:14-16 Living Sacrifice Gift to God from Christ

1. The Matthew 25:31-40 earth-sheep, which are the only sheep left on earth at that time of Matthew 25:31, are the "final fruits" given
by Christ as acting King-Priest at this time:

(Revelation 14:14-16) And I saw, and, look! a white cloud, and upon the cloud someone seated like a son of man, with a
golden crown on his head and a sharp sickle in his hand. 15 And another angel emerged from the temple [sanctuary]
(completed "temple" by heavenly-sheep gathered to completion), crying with a loud voice to the one seated on the cloud:
“Put your sickle in and reap, because the hour (Rev17:12 and Rev11:13 same "hour") has come to reap, for the harvest of
the earth is thoroughly ripe.” 16 And the one seated on the cloud thrust in his sickle on the earth, and the earth was
reaped.

2. Because that Revelation 14:1-5 "144,000 complete" "immortal body of the Christ" is "Mount Zion" "gathered" to 100% "first-fruits"
totality by the time of Revelation 14:1, which registers in the prophecy-continuum of the future with the Daniel 12:11 1290 days
timeframe of the "salvation parousia" events, even physical killed Christians of the earthly sheep group preceding this phase, will be
resurrected immediately at that time as well, their lives works "go right with them" too. 

That is how all patterns originating with Christ, are present in the anointed Christian "gathering" process, and
then to the earth-anointed sheep, which patterned relationship continues in furtherance of God's "will done on
earth" for the one thousand years.

A. Any "sheep" gathered of the human earth group, go under immediate divine protection. The period leading up to that may produce
some final kills from Satan and the wildbeast system for heavenly sheep (Rev6:9-11) as well as earth sheep. But, not for long.

B. Since Christ is assembling a fully-capable "great crowd" [physically], as there really is no reason for crippled humans or other
physically or mentally impaired ones (meaning the entire "great crowd" in varying degrees) to remain crippled when Christ comes. 

3. Rather, how about having all impairments removed forever in true everlasting physical potential, because Christ's human body is
"super human" compared to the human beings of today, and that is exactly what he is to apply to "Adamic" humans, then exiting
"Adam" for good, into "Last Adam" Christ. 

A. Why not upgrade the formerly impaired human model immediately, since there is nothing impossible for Christ? 

4. Thus, whether surviving deathless or being killed-to-instant-resurrection, some perfected-physical humans "in union with Christ" will
be like David or Samson even if they do not take part in the actual superior forces of the direct conquest of Christ's Kingdom upon the
"8th King" rival, but maybe they will, who knows? (Rev17:14)

(Zechariah 12:6-9) In that day I shall make the (immortals) sheiks of Judah like a firepot among trees and like a fiery torch
in a row of newly cut grain, and they must devour on the right [hand] and on the left all the peoples round about; and
Jerusalem must yet be inhabited in her [own] place, in Jerusalem. 7 “And Jehovah will certainly save the tents of Judah
first (we the living who are surviving), to the end that the beauty of the (already immortalized "Kingdom") house of David and
the beauty of the (already spirit immortal) inhabitants of Jerusalem may not become too great over Judah. (a completion
"balance" is completed) 8 In that day Jehovah will be a defense around the inhabitants of Jerusalem (Zech2:5); and the one
that is (Adamic human being) stumbling among them must become in that day (fully empowered as physically-perfected
human being "in union with Christ, as he was a perfect human for this initial very purpose) like David (David, the human symbol of
faith and power from God), and the (Immortal Kingdom) house of David like God, like Jehovah’s angel (Immortal Michael;
Isa63:9) before them. 9 And it must occur in that day (Christ Arrival completion phase sheep-gathering global to the:) [that] I
shall seek to annihilate all the nations that are coming against Jerusalem.

5. The rest of the Daniel 12:11 1290 Days is to complete the global-sheep gathering of the earthly-sheep, as world events they are
going through aid that awareness in many people. (Hag2:7) 



6. Thus, it is also a persuasion period of a few years (Dan12:11), for people who do not yet realize they are sheep, that is already by
conscience obeying Christ whether they know it or not as in Romans 2:12-16.

7. The earthly-sheep "kingdom" is the Revelation 11:15 "Kingdom of the World" shown as connected to the Earthly creation here:

(Matthew 25:34) “Then the king will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who have been blessed by my Father, inherit the
kingdom prepared for you from the founding of the world. 

8. The "Kingdom" prepared from the "founding of the world" is obviously a physical earthly-creation related "Kingdom" meaning for
earth-sheep, that "Kingdom of the World" as the final Tree-System of Daniel 4's relation.

More Earthly-Anointed Proofs

Now the heavenly-anointed are from among mankind,

Revelation 14:4

New International Version

These are those who did not defile themselves with women, for they remained virgins. They follow the Lamb wherever he
goes. They were purchased from among mankind and offered as firstfruits to God and the Lamb.

New Living Translation

They have kept themselves as pure as virgins, following the Lamb wherever he goes. They have been purchased from
among the people on the earth as a special offering to God and to the Lamb.

English Standard Version

It is these who have not defiled themselves with women, for they are virgins. It is these who follow the Lamb wherever he
goes. These have been redeemed from mankind as firstfruits for God and the Lamb,

And more specifically from the "twelve tribes of Israel":

Revelation 7:4

International Standard Version

I heard the number of those who were sealed: 144,000. Those who were sealed were from every tribe of Israel:

NET Bible

Now I heard the number of those who were marked with the seal, one hundred and forty-four thousand, sealed
from all the tribes of the people of Israel:

New Heart English Bible

I heard the number of those who were sealed, one hundred forty-four thousand, sealed out of every tribe of the
children of Israel:

Aramaic Bible in Plain English

And I heard the number who were sealed - 144,000, from all the tribes of Israel:

GOD'S WORD Translation

I heard how many were sealed: 144,000. Those who were sealed were from every tribe of the people of Israel:

New American Standard 1977

And I heard the number of those who were sealed, one hundred and forty-four thousand sealed from every
tribe of the sons of Israel:

1. Since the "144,000" depicts a completed finite number, whether symbolic or literally "computed" by God for His own purpose, there
is a "spiritual Israel" from which they are TAKEN OUT OF:

(Revelation 7:4) And I heard the number of those who were sealed, a hundred and forty-four thousand, sealed out of
every tribe of the sons of Israel:

2. Thus, the "144,000" are NOT THE COMPLETE NUMBER of "spiritual Israel's" "twelve tribes", they are just a heavenly-anointed
"priesthood". The 144,000 is a smaller group sealed from a larger "every tribe of the sons of Israel". 



3. Thus, there are anointed earth-sheep who form the "Israel" spiritual nation "remaining" as those with faith, who have "princely"
potential to form part of the "Kingdom of the World" aspect of the earthly administration sector.

(Psalm 45:16) In place of your forefathers there will come to be your sons, Whom you will appoint as princes in all the
earth.

4. That is also why it is a Kingdom "priesthood", not just "Kingdom of Priests" but a "holy nation" from which "144,000" are sampled
from that larger overall "nation".

5. The "144,000" form the Kingdom Priesthood "body" which Christ heads:

(Exodus 19:3-6) And Moses went up to the [true] God, and Jehovah began to call to him out of the mountain, saying:
“This is what you are to say to the house of Jacob and to tell the sons of Israel, 4 ‘you yourselves have seen what I did to
the Egyptians, that I might carry you on wings of eagles and bring you to myself. 5 And now if you will strictly obey my
voice and will indeed keep my covenant, then you will certainly become my special property out of all [other] peoples,
because the whole earth belongs to me. 6 And you yourselves will become to me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation.’
These are the words that you are to say to the sons of Israel.”

(1 Peter 2:9) But you are “a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for special possession, that you
should declare abroad the excellencies” of the one that called you out of darkness into his wonderful light. 

(Revelation 5:9-10) And they sing a new song, saying: “You are worthy to take the scroll and open its seals, because you
were slaughtered and with your blood you bought persons for God out of every tribe and tongue and people and nation,
10 and you made them to be a kingdom and priests to our God, and they are to rule as kings over the earth.”

6. But earth-sheep, as in the "Kingdom of the World" and the "kingdom prepared for you from the founding of THE WORLD" are an
earthly anointed-nation, to be part of the Messianic Kingdom ruled "Kingdom of the World" aspects of this administration:

(Ephesians 1:8-10) This he caused to abound toward us in all wisdom and good sense, 9 in that he made known to us the
sacred secret of his will. It is according to his good pleasure which he purposed in himself 10 for an administration at the
full limit of the appointed times, namely, to gather all things together again in the Christ, the things in the heavens and the
things on the earth. 

7. Thus, the "gathered" (unified) "things in the heavens" are the Messianic Kingdom sovereign aspect from God, and the "gathered"
(unified)  "things on the earth" will embrace the totality of the earthly planetary life-system in time "from the beginning". 

A. Thus, that divine "administration" also has a "prince" based "Kingdom of the World" cooperative aspect under Christ's Messianic
Kingdom authority.

8. When the Messianic Kingdom "comes down from heaven" as the "Holy City" to distribute direct physical "Princedom-based"
"administration", made up of former Adamic human beings (then transformed into Last Adamic human beings), but from the Christ
Eternal father, the perfect physical Kingdom aspect will be completed. 

A. It has to be composed of perfect humans "in place of your forefathers there will come to be your sons, Whom you will appoint as
princes in all the earth", who for the successful, will become immortal human beings after Satan's testing is completed. 

9. Now the forefathers of Christ in the line of Judah, were all [physical] "kings of David's lineage". Thus the new millennial "come to be
your sons" "princes", who [replace] the role of Christ's "forefathers", is the new human lineage of "princes" who have distributed
human-based authority as ruled by Christ. 

10. Christ's "heavenly gathered things" to rule in the Messianic Kingdom, will cascade responsibility in a completely subservient
"princedom" as the "remaining ones of Jacob" are the human anointed earth-sheep who make up the "holy nation" remainder.

11. That is why all patterns from Christ, that rippled into heavenly anointed purposes (first), also ripple down to earthly anointed
humans because there must be perfect human participation and membership in the "Kingdom of the World" as Princes of Christ,
actually in his perfect "Last Adamic" form as their "Eternal Father" in that aspect from God. (Isa54)

A. They are the core "administration" portion, as the earthly placed authority of Christ's "Kingdom of the World" initial "Last Adamic"
foundation "new earth" basis. 

12. Those humans, then in advanced forms of the sin removal process by the atonement life power in Christ's PERFECT NEW
HUMAN BEING SACRIFICE for this [initial] purpose, must be a fully functioning sub-government. 

13. They have to be functional and that first, for the remedial "resurrection of the unrighteous". The earthly resurrection will also be
prioritized upon the same "first resurrection" pattern of the spirit immortals in ultimate global governance capacity under Christ for
these purposes. That is the "resurrection of the righteous" will be the first priority.

The Remaining Ones of Jacob on Earth

(Micah 5:7-9) And the remaining ones of Jacob must become in the midst of many peoples like dew from Jehovah, like
copious showers upon vegetation, that does not hope for man or wait for the sons of earthling man. 8 And the remaining
ones of Jacob must become among the nations, in the midst of many peoples, like a lion among the beasts of a forest,



like a maned young lion among droves of sheep, which, when it actually passes through, certainly both tramples down
and tears in pieces; and there is no deliverer. 9 Your hand will be high above your adversaries, and all enemies of yours
will be cut off.”

1. Thus, we know the "remaining ones of Jacob" are an Earthly "Kingdom of the World" counterpart as a human nation of God, to
remain into the Christ Arrival as also anointed humans with the completing earthly immortality objective to be developed for one
thousand years.

(Isaiah 46:3) 3 “Listen to me, O house of Jacob, and all you remaining ones of the house of Israel, you the ones conveyed
[by me] from the belly, the ones carried from the womb.

(Isaiah 46:3) 3 “Listen to me, O house of Jacob, and all you remaining ones (remaining "remnant" of anointed, the earthly-
anointed) of the house of Israel, you the ones conveyed [by me] from the belly, the ones carried from the womb. (of earthly
human origins) 

(Zephaniah 3:13) As regards the remaining ones of Israel, they will do no unrighteousness, nor speak a lie, nor will there
be found in their mouths a tricky tongue; for they themselves will feed and actually lie stretched out, and there will be no
one making [them] tremble.”

2. Thus, no one makes an immortal human tremble. The final human sinners who go down with Satan as "trampled down" and "torn to
pieces" are vanquished by these immortal humans, as the symbols of indomitable immortality:

(Micah 2:12) “‘I shall positively gather Jacob, all of you; I shall without fail collect the remaining ones of Israel together. In
unity I shall set them, like a flock in the pen, like a drove in the midst of its pasture; they will be noisy with men.’

3. And that human immortality and authority for the physical conquest, is "from heaven", as the immortal spirit realm finishes of the
Satan and demonic deposition.

(Revelation 20:9-10) But fire came down out of heaven and devoured them. 10 And the Devil who was misleading them
was hurled into the lake of fire and sulphur, where both the wild beast and the false prophet [already were]; and they will
be tormented day and night forever and ever.

4. And as Jesus said the "other sheep" are now known to also be "one flock, one Shepherd" unified in all immortal realms under
Christ as also "Christian" anointed for the Earthly human immortality completion seal for all everlasting life of Earth:

(Micah 2:12) “‘I shall positively gather Jacob, all of you (the heavenly and the earthly anointed group total completion,
guaranteed); I shall without fail collect the remaining ones of Israel together. (the earthly-anointed "remaining ones of Jacob)
In unity I shall set them (one flock regardless of realm of completeness, spirit or physical), like a flock in the pen, like a drove in
the midst of its pasture; they will be noisy with men.’ (the "men" human symbol of completion)

Sheep Relocation: Angel Camp Zion

(Micah 4:8) “And as for you, O tower of the drove, the mound of the daughter of Zion, as far as to you it will come, yes, the
first dominion will certainly come, the kingdom belonging to the daughter of Jerusalem.

1. The heavenly "first dominion" will also "administer" the Ephesians 1 Earthly Administration [portion] of the "Kingdom of the World"
"prepared" for the sheep of Earth "from the founding of the world", as the first physical dominion under Christ.

A. Humans must participate fully in the recovery of planet Earth, and in the final conquest upon Satan and his lies through his final
hoorah of post-abyss temptation-based testing.

(Revelation 14:1) And I saw, and, look! the Lamb standing upon the Mount Zion, and with him a hundred and forty-four
thousand having his name and the name of his Father written on their foreheads. 

2. The Revelation 14:14-16 and Revelation 7:9-17 "escaped ones" are the people Christ gathers to completion (Matt24:31), upon his
Messianic Kingdom completing arrival to deliver them from the hand of world government.

(Joel 2:30-32) “And I will give portents in the heavens and on the earth, blood and fire and columns of smoke. 31 The sun
itself will be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the coming of the great and fear-inspiring day of
Jehovah. 32 And it must occur that everyone who calls on the name of Jehovah will get away safe; for in Mount Zion and
in Jerusalem there will prove to be the escaped ones, just as Jehovah has said, and in among the survivors, whom
Jehovah is calling.”

3. Satan as the "Gog" demon-king of "the land of Magog" world government, in Satan's world government zenith period in Ezekiel 38-
39, Satan will attempt to devour these saved ones just like he wanted to do to disrupt the [Messianic Kingdom] birth in heaven some
years before.

(Ezekiel 38:10-12) “This is what the Sovereign Lord Jehovah has said, ‘And it must occur in that day that things will come
up into your heart, and you will certainly think up an injurious scheme; 11 and you must say: “I shall go up against the
land of open rural country. I shall come in upon those having no disturbance, dwelling in security, all of them dwelling
without wall, and they do not have even bar and doors.” 12 It will be to get a big spoil and to do much plundering, in order
to turn your hand back upon devastated places reinhabited and upon a people gathered together out of the nations,



to turn your hand back upon devastated places reinhabited and upon a people gathered together out of the nations,
[one] that is accumulating wealth and property, [those] who are dwelling in the center of the earth.

(Ezekiel 38:10-12) “This is what the Sovereign Lord Jehovah has said, ‘And it must occur in that day that things will come
up into your heart, and you will certainly think up an injurious scheme; 11 and you must say: “I shall go up against the
land of open rural country. (global "Judah" of the "remaining ones of Israel") I shall come in upon those having no
disturbance, dwelling in security, all of them dwelling without wall (because the New Jerusalem "wall" is then completed in
spirit immortals under Christ, no longer earthly as in Revelation 14:1), and they do not have even bar and doors.” 12 It will be
to get a big spoil and to do much plundering, in order to turn your hand back upon devastated places reinhabited and
upon a people gathered together out of the nations, [one] that is accumulating wealth and property, [those] who are
dwelling in the center of the earth.

"Gog" Satan's Zenith in World Government Over Globalized Magog "Nations Gathered"

1. Thus, if Satan as Gog in world government power upon the "nations gathered" by globalization completion from all the global
national-systems into "Magog" under world government was not overcome and neutralized, he would attempt to finally destroy Christ's
sheep flock and "great crowd" becoming sheep-live-and-real-time, because he is permitted the [required] "guard" of his world
government and its doomed final sovereign rival "four winds" period:

(Ezekiel 38:7) Be ready, and let there be preparation on your part, you with all your congregation, those congregated
alongside you, and [Satan] must become their guard.

(Revelation 7:1) After this I saw four angels standing upon the four corners of the earth, holding tight the four winds of
the earth (Matt24:31), that no wind might blow upon the earth or upon the sea or upon any tree. 

2. Thus, the "stars falling from heaven", is Satan and the demons final earthly "four winds" manifestation of abyss incarceration
resistance, to be seen and felt on planet Earth, in their final agenda as aided by "8th King" world government, as their "powers of
heaven" are shaken by the Christ Arrival.

(Matthew 24:29-31) “Immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its
light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. And then the sign of the Son of
man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will beat themselves in lamentation, and they will see the
Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. 31 And he will send forth his angels with a great
trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones together from the four winds, from one extremity of the heavens to
their other extremity.

3. Thus, Satan will, as usual, attempt to overstep the manifestational powers he shall be permitted to a limited degree, unto complete
cessation of rule, the "ruler of this world will be cast out".

(Matthew 24:21-22) for then there will be great tribulation such as has not occurred since the world’s beginning until now,
no, nor will occur again. 22 In fact, unless those days were cut short, no flesh would be saved; but on account of the
chosen ones those days will be cut short.

4. That Ezekiel 38:12 "center of the earth" is the foundational human society to be delivered by Christ's Revelation 14:14-16 "harvest
of the earth" in the earthly-anointed humans and the overall Revelation 7:9-17 "great crowd" which will be a massive mix of all savable
humans. 

5. In any event, those people never have to die and will become Messianic Kingdom Rule "day one" social members in the activated
final "peace covenant" via Revelation 14:6-8. 

6. They will be protected after the testing time is completed. They will also be the earthly invited ones to the Lamb's Marriage, which
will be celebrated when Christ has conquered world government and imprisoned Satan and the demons in the "abyss" spirit prison.

7. Those "great crowd" "people gathered together out of the nations" need "no wall" because the Almighty and the Kingdom of
Christ will be completed by then, and will become their "wall of fire" from the Kingdom Spirit Immortals:

(Zechariah 2:5) And I myself shall become to her,” is the utterance of Jehovah, “a wall of fire all around, and a glory is
what I shall become in the midst of her.”’”

8. And now we know the Revelation 14:14-16 "harvest of the earth" sheep as the earthly-anointed sheep of Matthew 25:31-40 and the
"center of the earth" of the Gog prophecy, are protected in "Zion" of Revelation 14:1 Christ rule then being realized worldwide.

(Obadiah 17-21) “And in Mount Zion is where those escaping will prove to be, and it must become something holy; and
the house of Jacob must take possession of the things for them to possess. 18 And the house of Jacob must become a
fire, and the house of Joseph a flame, and the house of Esau as stubble; and they must set them ablaze and devour
them. And there will prove to be no survivor to the house of Esau; for Jehovah himself has spoken [it]. 19 And they must
take possession of the Negeb, even of the mountainous region of Esau, and of the Shephelah, even of the Philistines.
And they must take possession of the field of Ephraim and of the field of Samaria; and Benjamin [must take possession
of] Gilead. 20 And as for the exiles of this rampart, to the sons of Israel will belong what the Canaanites [possessed] as far
as Zarephath. And the exiles of Jerusalem, who were in Sepharad, will take possession of the cities of the Negeb. 21 “And
saviors will certainly come up onto Mount Zion, in order to judge the mountainous region of Esau; and the kingship must



become Jehovah’s.”

(Obadiah 17-21) “And in Mount Zion is where those (humans) escaping will prove to be (Rev14:14-16), and it must become
something holy; and the house of Jacob (Kingdom of Christ) must take possession of the things for them to possess. (take
possession of all planet Earth, the whole universe) 18 And the house of Jacob  (Kingdom of Christ) must become a fire, and
the house of Joseph a flame  (Kingdom of the World as humans delivered from "Egypt" in its final pattern at Armageddon) , and
the house of Esau as stubble; (all opposers including reject and fake anointed; Rev9:4b) and they must set them ablaze and
devour them. And there will prove to be no survivor to the house of Esau; for Jehovah himself has spoken [it]. 19 And
they must take possession of the Negeb, even of the mountainous region of Esau, and of the Shephelah, even of the
Philistines. And they must take possession of the field of Ephraim and of the field of Samaria; and Benjamin [must take
possession of] Gilead. 20 And as for the exiles of this rampart, to the sons of Israel (in total, spirit and human) will belong
what the Canaanites [possessed] as far as Zarephath. And the (human saved) exiles of Jerusalem, who were in Sepharad,
will take possession of the cities of the Negeb. 21 “And saviors will certainly come up onto Mount Zion (the immortal Zion
Kingdom of Revelation 14:1), in order to judge the mountainous region of Esau; and the kingship must become
Jehovah’s.” (1Cor15:26-28)

(Zephaniah 2:9) Therefore, as I am alive,” is the utterance of Jehovah of armies, the God of Israel, “Moab herself will
become just like Sodom, and the sons of Ammon like Gomorrah, a place possessed by nettles, and a salt pit, and a
desolate waste, even to time indefinite. The remaining ones of my people will plunder them (the earthly Christian victors
under Christ who take the global booty), and the remnant of my own nation will take possession of them.

(Ezekiel 39:25) Therefore this is what the Sovereign Lord Jehovah has said, ‘Now is when I shall bring back the (human)
captive ones of Jacob and actually have mercy upon all the house of Israel; and I will show exclusive devotion for my
holy name. 

Spoils of the War of the Great Day of God the Almighty

1. Thus, although Christ provides the most important "resources" there will be no shortage of even the "spoils of war" in many human
cities, buildings, dwellings, food, clothing, and other "accessories" of the conquered world which even if temporary, can be useful for a
few things in the post Armageddon inception phase.

(Micah 4:13) “Get up and thresh, O daughter of Zion; for your horn I shall change into iron, and your hoofs I shall change
into copper, and you will certainly pulverize many peoples; and by a [divine victory sanction] you will actually devote to
Jehovah their unjust profit, and their resources to the [true] Lord of the whole earth.”

2. Thus, once the enemy systems are conquered, what is left in tact will be given to the "great crowd" in total:

(Ezekiel 39:10) And they will certainly make spoil of those who had been making spoil of them, and plunder those who
had been plundering them,’ is the utterance of the Sovereign Lord Jehovah.

3. When Christ does enter global conquest mode after securing his flock, the rival world government system will also suffer confusions
to aid their own "winepress" destruction:

(Ezekiel 38:21-23) And I will call forth against him throughout all my mountainous region a sword,’ is the utterance of the
Sovereign Lord Jehovah. ‘Against his own brother the sword of each one will come to be. 22 And I will bring myself into
judgment with him, with pestilence and with blood; and a flooding downpour and hailstones, fire and sulphur I shall rain
down upon him and upon his bands and upon the many peoples that will be with him. 23 And I shall certainly magnify
myself and sanctify myself and make myself known before the eyes of many nations; and they will have to know that I am
Jehovah.’

(Zechariah 14:13-14) “And it must occur in that day [that] confusion from Jehovah will become widespread among them;
and they will actually grab hold, each one of the hand of his companion, and his hand will actually come up against the
hand of his companion. 14 And Judah (Christ's Kingdom) itself also will be warring at Jerusalem (the earthly "remaining
ones" "location" symbolic); and the wealth of all the nations round about will certainly be gathered, gold and silver and
garments in excessive abundance.

4. Thus, the "great crowd", will walk into more resources than is needed to accommodate these victors, in the very weakest type of
earthly resources, such as whatever "real estate and assets" is not decimated by Christ or the hand of the "8th King's" own
"widespread confusion" when they help obliterate themselves by many assured "winepress" means.

5. In addition, Christ with zero physical, power or energy constraints can also provide far superior "technology of God" for the initial
true world recovery party for the "Marriage of the Lamb" event to soon follow.

(Revelation 19:6-7) And I heard what was as a voice of a great crowd and as a sound of many waters and as a sound of
heavy thunders. They said: “Praise Jah, you people, because Jehovah our God, the Almighty, has begun to rule as king.
7 Let us rejoice and be overjoyed, and let us give him the glory, because the marriage of the Lamb has arrived and his
wife has prepared herself.

(Revelation 14:14-16) And I saw, and, look! a white cloud, and upon the cloud someone seated like a son of man, with a
golden crown on his head and a sharp sickle in his hand. 15 And another angel emerged from the temple [sanctuary],



crying with a loud voice to the one seated on the cloud: “Put your sickle in and reap, because the hour has come to reap,
for the harvest of the earth is thoroughly ripe.” 16 And the one seated on the cloud thrust in his sickle on the earth, and
the earth was reaped.

6. And those in "the harvest of the earth", invited to the Marriage of the Lamb soon to commence, from "among the nations", are a gift
from Christ "in the [completed] temple" given to God Almighty:

(Isaiah 18:7) In that time a gift will be brought to Jehovah of armies, [from] a people drawn out and scoured, even from a
people fear-inspiring everywhere, a nation of tensile strength and of treading down, whose land the rivers have washed
away, to the place of the name of Jehovah of armies, Mount Zion. (Rev14:1; Rev21:1-5)

(Micah 4:7) And I shall certainly make her that was limping a remnant, and her that was removed far off a mighty nation;
and Jehovah will actually rule as king over them in Mount Zion, from now on and into time indefinite.

The Last Heavenly-Anointed Must be Transferred Alive into Immortality

(Revelation 13:9-10) If anyone has an ear, let him hear. 10 If anyone [is meant] for captivity, he goes away into captivity
(alive). If anyone will kill with the sword, he must be killed with the sword. (Rev6:9-11 killed number) Here is where it means
the endurance and faith of the holy ones.

1. The Revelation 6:9-11 "sword kills" are the last anointed "killed number" to complete as previewed in that fifth seal prophecy,
actually taking place in Revelation 11's 1260 days timeframe, for the most part. 

2. The anointed "who are surviving" (1Thess4:17), are gathered "captive" state alive (Rev13:9-10), and transformed into immortal
spirits not in heaven, but in the earthly proximity of the Christ Arrival.

A. In some cases spirit-transferred beings in Earth's locale for the Christ Kingdom proceedings to follow (Rev17:14), may be seen by
some humans in spirit- glory as in Matthew 13:43:

(Matthew 13:43) At that time the righteous ones will shine as brightly as the sun in the kingdom of their Father. Let him
that has ears listen.

3. Some people in specific, like earthly-sheep who happen to be among affirmation "sealed" anointed Christians at that time (Rev7:1-
4), will see some awesome events of physical to immortal spirit body transformation. 

(1 Corinthians 15:50-57) However, this I say, brothers, that flesh and blood cannot inherit God’s kingdom, neither does
corruption inherit incorruption. 51 Look! I tell you a sacred secret: We shall not all fall asleep [in death], but we shall all be
changed, 52 in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, during the last trumpet. (deep 6th trumpet events prior to Christ 7th
trumpet global conquest) For the trumpet will sound, and the dead will be raised up incorruptible, and we shall be changed.
53 For this which is corruptible must put on incorruption, and this which is mortal must put on immortality. 54 But when
[this which is corruptible puts on incorruption and] this which is mortal puts on immortality, then the saying will take
place that is written: “Death is swallowed up forever.” 55 “Death, where is your victory? Death, where is your sting?”
56 The sting producing death is sin, but the power for sin is the Law. 57 But thanks to God, for he gives us the victory
through our Lord Jesus Christ!

A. That is part of the reason that "day is considered with wonder" in 2 Thessalonians 1:10, but no doubt the Christ manifestation will
make everything else pale in comparison.

(2 Thessalonians 1:10) at the time he comes to be glorified in connection with his holy ones and to be regarded in that
day with wonder in connection with all those who exercised faith, because the witness we gave met with faith among
you.

4. Those "we the living who are surviving" are also those who are to "shine as brightly as the sun" at that time going into the "kingdom
of their Father" to complete the Messianic Kingdom body when Christ arrives, as he "gathers" such ones. (Matt24:31)

This is because the final anointed heavenly sheep who have carried out the final 1260 days mission (Rev10:11;
Rev11:3; Dan12:7; Zech3:4-9) will have the affirmation seal upon successful mission completion at
approximately the same time as Christ arrives. 

5. That final sealing judgment, which shortly precedes the full Kingdom of Messiah "gathering" of the ehaven-sheep, will collect the
anointed NOT "in heaven" but "in the air", where Christ will then be in the earthly proximity in full arrival, but at first in Parousia Mode.

(1 Thessalonians 4:17-18) Afterward we the living who are surviving will, together with them, be caught away in clouds to
meet the Lord in the air; (Rev16:17) and thus we shall always be with [the] Lord. 18 Consequently keep comforting one
another with these words.

6. The final anointed (Rev7:1-4; Rev14:4-5) are "transferred" alive into Kingdom being as those "who are surviving" in this final time
period:

(1 Corinthians 15:50-53) However, this I say, brothers, that flesh and blood cannot inherit God’s kingdom, neither does
corruption inherit incorruption. 51 Look! I tell you a sacred secret: We shall not all fall asleep [in death], but we shall all be



changed, 52 in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, during the last trumpet. (Rev11:11-15) For the trumpet will sound, and
the dead will be raised up incorruptible, and we shall be changed. 53 For this which is corruptible must put on
incorruption, and this which is mortal must put on immortality.

7. The "shine as brightly as the sun" becomes literal, because that final immortal transformation is to complete the Messianic Kingdom
in the proximity of the gathering sheep globally, as a divine completion of universal power proportions. 

(Zechariah 12:6-9) In that day I shall make the sheiks of Judah like a firepot among trees and like a fiery torch in a row of
newly cut grain, and they must devour on the right [hand] and on the left all the peoples round about; and Jerusalem
must yet be inhabited in her [own] place, in Jerusalem. 7 “And Jehovah will certainly save the tents of Judah first, to the
end that the (already immortal glorified) beauty of the house of David and the beauty of the inhabitants of Jerusalem may
not become too great over Judah. 8 In that day Jehovah will be a defense around the inhabitants of Jerusalem; and the
one that is stumbling among them must become in that day like David (the human symbol), and the house of David like
God (the immortals in Christ), like Jehovah’s angel before them. 9 And it must occur in that day [that] I shall seek to
annihilate all the nations that are coming against Jerusalem.

(Zechariah 14:5) And Jehovah my God will certainly come, all the holy ones being with him.

This is why Enoch is the first to have given that same prophecy, because he is a symbol of the "divine
transference" of the "surviving" final anointed Christian true "remnant".

(Jude 14-15) Yes, the seventh one [in line] from Adam, Enoch, prophesied also regarding them, when he said: “Look!
Jehovah came with his holy myriads, 15 to execute judgment against all, and to convict all the ungodly concerning all
their ungodly deeds that they did in an ungodly way, and concerning all the shocking things that ungodly sinners spoke
against him.”

8. Christ is "in the air" at that arrival time as this prophecy.

(Revelation 16:17-19) And the seventh one poured out his bowl upon the air. At this a loud voice issued out of the
sanctuary from the throne, saying: “It has come to pass!” 18 And lightnings and voices and thunders occurred, and a
great earthquake occurred such as had not occurred since men came to be on the earth, so extensive an earthquake, so
great. 19 And the great city split into three parts, and the cities of the nations fell; and (yet existing to be deposed under world
government) Babylon the Great was remembered in the sight of God, to give her the cup of the wine of the anger of his
wrath. (as served by Rev17:12-17 "8th King" world government illegalization, pillage and deposition globally)

9. That is why the "seventh plague" must shortly precede the "seventh trumpet" of the Kingdom conquest because the Global Sheep
Sweep Gathering is the first priority to be effected from that Christ "Air" Event of the Christ Arrival as this parallel.

(Revelation 11:11-13) And after the three and a half days spirit of life from God entered into them, and they stood upon
their feet, and great fear fell upon those beholding them. 12 And they heard a loud voice out of heaven say to them:
“Come on up here.” And they went up into heaven in the cloud, and their enemies beheld them. 13 And in that hour a
great earthquake occurred, and a tenth of the city fell; and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake, and
the rest became frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven.

Babylon the Great Global-Corporate-Religion Deposed so many Can be Saved from that Harlot
Global Religious Complex After the Christ Arrival

1. The "two witnesses" symbology of the "final witnessing" 1260 Days mission completed to affirm the final successful anointed
Christian affirmation sealings is what expires into that Revelation 11:11-12 Christ Arrival parallel prophecy. 

2. The "seven thousand persons" "killed" are people in general who are being gathered as sheep globally in completion as the initial
mission of the Christ Arrival concurrent with the Messianic Kingdom completion.

3. Because global corporate religion is being deposed by "8th King" World Government, the "tenth the city fell" is the symbol of some
people being saved from the "Babylon the Great" destruction fallout globally.

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has
fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”

4. That is why the Christ Open Salvation Guarantee Announcement of him and the Kingdom Angels completing his seven year ministry
"seven times" in the above prophecy fulfilling in the Daniel 12:11 final 1290 days, is being deployed while Babylon the Great is being
deposed after that "harlot" has endorsed and blessed World Government as divine. 

5. That is why the Revelation 16:17 Christ "Air Arrival" "seventh plague" event also has to oversee the 8th King World Government
imposed "and Babylon the Great was remembered in the sight of God" judgment of God (Rev18:8), to depose world religion, to free
up those final "tenth the city" "sheep" saves. 

6. Those God's "my people" (Rev18:4) at that time, are those who will be saved in a "tenth" of the Babylon the Great City downfall, as



some people still stuck in the religious dungeons of Babylon the Great, shall of course be freed when Global Corporate Religion goes
down as did Jehovah's Witnesses "Mini-Harlot" well before this time as the precursor warning coming up. 

7. Thus, the "open salvation week", discussed latter in a recap of this section, which is also related to that Genesis 6:3 timed limit as
the final week of Genesis 7:4, has to be fully open for salvation in the last half of that "week" in the 1290 days of Daniel 12:11. 

8. The entire full 1290 days period is pre-conquest, post-Christ Arrival global sheep-sweep events and it is open to accept the
agreement of Revelation 14:6-7 directly, or by agreement in the heart, by even silent agreement in the mental thought and "prayer"-like
thought processes. Angels of Christ can hear everything in a persons silent thought processes, and at that time that agreement and
request to be saved WILL BE HONORED, it must be "heard".

(Joel 2:30-32) And I will give portents in the heavens and on the earth, blood and fire and columns of smoke. 31 The sun
itself will be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the coming of the great and fear-inspiring day of
Jehovah. 32 And it must occur that everyone who calls on the name of Jehovah will get away safe; for in Mount Zion and
in Jerusalem there will prove to be the escaped ones, just as Jehovah has said, and in among the survivors, whom
Jehovah is calling.”

9. Thus, as this open salvation offer of the Kingdom of Christ is going forward through the Babylon the Great downfall, liquidation and
deposition process of the global corporate religious complex globally, as announced completed in Revelation 14:8, it is all some time
in the 1290 days of Daniel 12:11:

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has
fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”

10. The whole 1290 days can be taken advantage of by ANYONE, even in internal request in the mind and heart, to be saved in that
time period. 

11. It is also a choice to live forever under Christ's Kingdom Rule, over the rival world government and its so-called "new world order"
which will also be making its own counter-kingdom pitches and stating its requirements in that same time period. (Rev13:14-18;
Rev14:9-11)

Messianic Kingdom Conquest: The Last Event Prior to the Marriage of the Lamb

1. When that period ends its full 1290 Days Open Salvation Offer in its completing post 1260 days final "half of the week" (Dan9:27
principle), then the Christ Kingdom Conquest will manifest to close out his mission:

(Revelation 19:11-16) And I saw the heaven opened, and, look! a white horse. And the one seated upon it is called Faithful
and True, and he judges and carries on war in righteousness. 12 His eyes are a fiery flame, and upon his head are many
diadems. He has a name written that no one knows but he himself, 13 and he is arrayed with an outer garment sprinkled
with blood, and the name he is called is The Word of God. 14 Also, the armies that were in heaven were following him on
white horses, and they were clothed in white, clean, fine linen. 15 And out of his mouth there protrudes a sharp long
sword, that he may strike the nations with it, and he will shepherd them with a rod of iron. He treads too the winepress of
the anger of the wrath of God the Almighty. 16 And upon his outer garment, even upon his thigh, he has a name written,
King of kings and Lord of lords. 

2. Ezekiel 39:17-19 parallel:

(Revelation 19:17-18) I saw also an angel standing in the sun, and he cried out with a loud voice and said to all the birds
that fly in midheaven: “Come here, be gathered together to the great evening meal of God, 18 that you may eat the fleshy
parts of kings and the fleshy parts of military commanders and the fleshy parts of strong men and the fleshy parts of
horses and of those seated upon them, and the fleshy parts of all, of freemen as well as of slaves and of small ones and
great.” 

3. Revelation 11:15-18 parallel:

(Revelation 19:19-21) And I saw the wild beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered together to wage the
war with the one seated on the horse and with his army. 20 And the wild beast was caught, and along with it the false
prophet that performed in front of it the signs with which he misled those who received the mark of the wild beast and
those who render worship to its image. While still alive, they both were hurled into the fiery lake that burns with sulphur.
21 But the rest were killed off with the long sword of the one seated on the horse, which [sword] proceeded out of his
mouth. And all the birds were filled from the fleshy parts of them.

4. Thus, the 1290 days "presence" Christ arrival to gather the sheep first, completes and then his Kingdom Conquest [over the rival
world government "8th King" "Scarlet Wildbeast"] by the then completed Messianic Kingdom and its fully coronated "King of kings"
"King-Priest", commences to completion.
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